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REEL Life gets
clingy with DIT
Rathmines film
graduate, now
successful film
director, Damien
O'Donnell.
p23.
member, Michael Deans,
who, when asked how it was
going a half-hour after the
start, replied 'I'm playing
Danny King - how do you
think its going?'
Two hours was all it took for
King to force resignations or
worse from his opponents,
the last three being
comprised of twelve year old
Simon Jeffares, son of
Chemistry lecturer, Mark,
fourteen year old Gonzagan,
Daniel Lynch, and Maths
lecturer, Ray Byrne, who
conceded last after much
soul-searching.
CAN 98
stressed the -importance of indigenous
producers whose function was to tell
Irish stories from an Irish perspective
thus countering "stage Irishism". She
also referred to the establishment of the
Screen Commission which was set up
recently to secure funding for the
promotion and marketing of an
indigenous film industry. The President
of DIT, Or Brendan Goldsmith, also
addressed the gathering. He referred to
the possibility that DIT would be
designated with University status by the
Higher Education Authority. He said
that if this happens DIT would make
for a very different type of University
- a "pioneer" whose activities could be
taken as a paradigm for educational
facilities into the nat century. He made
specific reference to the work of the·
Digital Media Centre with their state of
the art facilities and encouraged the
continuation of the Alumni
Association. Many plaudits were
bestowed upon Grainne O· Rourke.
manager of the Media Production Unit
which was responsible for organising
the event.
were swollen, courtesy of the
grapevine, by dub members
from UCD, Crumlin, and
elsewhere. There were three
teenagers from Gonzaga
College on hand to try and
thwart this chess stalwarth's
abilities. Following a quick
g~e of life-size chess with
former Irish Champion, Md
() Cinneide, where 32 ready-
to-go heroes donned the
assorted chess outfits, the real
business of the evening
commenced.
The tough going was
eloquently described by
Kevin St. Chess Club
Bumper Sonic
Bionic: Interviews
with Donovan.
The Mitcheners.
Sack. Bentley
Rhythm Ace, plus
listings, prizes.
reviews + gigs.
pp18-21.
Irish Fi/m Cmstn-, Su-s Siltith. tIIiIts ~
DlITMp I.4M, DirtCttIT oftIN shtmfilm
HIl"'9 Rocht, lit tIN snwniregJ i" AImpr Sf.
Pie £mum Brllll.1, O'HtrIihy eo-.
only decision made on that issue was to
defer the decision). Sile de Valera was
presented with a poster of the short film
'Trick or Treat" which was filmed
recently at he Cork International Film
Festival; unfortunately she never got to
see it.
The Minister had just returned from'
LA where she had a meeting with top
studio executives and Hollywood
players (lucky her). She announced the
establishment ofa "think tank". a forum
where those involved in the industry
could point the way forward. She
This is what can
happen when
Sports
Presentation
Nights go well.
pI6.
.
Digital Media Centre hosts short film night
MariaDaly
I-r: Miehatl Dtans, Danitl King, Simon Lowthtr, Co/in Hielts. RJzy
Byrnt and Danitl Lyneh with tht magnifiemt ChtsSeakt. Pie: ChaOS
Daniel King, British Chess best chess enthusiasts for a
Grandmaster, chess author, game of simultaneous speed
commentator and league- chess.
player, came to DIT Kevin His reputation, however,
Street last Tuesday, to take meant that the ranks of DIT
on thirty of the Institute's lecturers, students and staff
KJng of Kings
Tuesday 28 April saw the successful
launching of can '98 at the faculty of
Applied Arts, DIT. Aungier Street. The
evening was organised so that students
.of the 1997 Postgraduate Diploma in
Film Production and the 1997 fourth
year communications class could
showcase their work. This special
viewing of student film was the first
such initiative of its 'kind and was a
huge success. with a substantial turn out
from members of the film anc{ audio
visual industry. ~
The five short films which were selected
for screening were of an exceptionally
high standard and made for a very
enjoyable nighes viewing. Speaking to
one of our indigenous film producers
(who shall remain anonymous) he said.
that the amount of film related wine
receptions was always a good indicator
of the health of the industry at large. It
was his third wine reception that week.
Indeed the vibrancy within Irish home
produced film was referred to by The
Minister for Arts. Heritage, Gae1tacht
and the Islands in her speech. She made
a rushed visit as she was due back in the
Dail that night to vote on Lnas (the
The Face of
Juniper. Dodima.
The DIT Examiner
invaded their
world for a day
with a camera.
plO.
Come Back
Real Soon Now
Vegetables are
your Friends
Kevin St Caving
goes DIT-Wide
Biodh Samhradh
Maith Agaibh
Good Luck to all
doing Exams
Knnn Strm Qwinx CUJJPIYJNIm ~ ttpm itself~
mnnbmhip IlnOSS tht DIT- txplmY tIN tkpths of
tIN /mown IlIIIi tIN unhwwn uni_ with thmI.
For mtnY INPJ5. Pie: GIlVi" NtIVINDI
DIT8U, DIT Kevin 8t., Kevin 8t, Dublin 8.
Ph: 4024636 PhlFax: 4783154
An chuid Nach Leitear
The DITExaminer
the borders between right and wrong
are blurred to say the least. His best
friend and his little sister eventually fall
foul of his thwarted sense of humour.
This film won a certificate of merit at
the recent Celtic Film Festival.
The fourth Film was a documentary on
a comedy club called The Cellar. The
comedy club was e'stablished in the
International Bar in 1988. There is live
footage of the performers and
interviews with the likes of Dylan
Moran, Ardal O'Hanlon, Brendan
Dempsey and others.
It has also been screened as part of the
IFC's 'First Cuts' series and at the
Kilkenny Arts festival.
The final film of the night was Trick or
Treat. This was filmed in the hall and
canteen of Aungier Street DIT. Joe, a
loner, is initiated into the weirdest
society in college.
This macabre tale also involves a sweet
shop lady with a weird side line in
drugged gobstoppers.
The mm has won awards in the sound
and editing categories at the FujiFilm
Competition, which featured 22
colleges from around the British Isles.
Le Missin ' Scenes: the
films themselvesCAN 98
The programme commenced with a
mm entitled Love and Death on Rapid
Transit. Five passengers travel the Dart
and we are slowly drawn into their
private lives. There is a dog named John
Wayne whose life is being threatened by
a jealous wife and there is a
philosophical musing on necrophilia
and Audrey Hepburn.
In another vignette a jealous husband
uses red underwear to make a point.
This film has been shown at the Dublin
Film Festival and has also been screened
at the IFC as part of their 'First Cuts'
senes.
The second film entitled Fanatic is a
comedy in which a young "nubile "
young man accidentally finds himself
living with an overly devout accountant
named Anne Marie. Due to the fact
that his love life is suffering, (Anne
Marie insists on reading a book on
celibacy by none other than a certain
Eamon Casey) he is forced to take
action with comic results.
This was filmed at the Dublin and
Manchester Film Festival.
The third film, Harvey Roach concerns
a little boy whose bizarre way of
rationalising lands him in a mental
institution. He is essentially amoral and
Cearbhall 6 Siochain
(Cheap Editorial Trick, that.)
BWEEKAS mh6ir le heinne a chabhraigh i rith na bliana an nuachtan seo a chur le
cheile, idir agallairnh, altanna, litreacha grainghraifeanna agus moltai - is fi(j gach
gniomh. Nil pingin rua agarn dio~h, far~or. ~eallaim uachtar.oighire lOp daoibh ag
deireadh an tSarnhraidh. Buen6s Dlas, ffilS anugos. Shin Abhaile.
Warbled ramblings in Editorial
Seclusion
Excercise your right to vote,
May 22
Big FANX to anyone who contributed throughout the year with articles,
photographs, ads, letters and suggestions - your assistance is invaluable. Can't p~y
you, though. Make it through the summer> and I'll buy ice-pops for the lot uv yez m
September. Ari Viderci. Up the Bad Livers.
The Amsterdam Treaty
The Northern Agreement
Think Peace, Neutrality and the
VOice ofthe Individual.
Rest ''''ishes f,·om
,
IJ tI s F i rl~all n to \ 11 Stu den ts
t a I~ i 11 g ~ \. a It, so, (' r the
. .
COlnlll~ U10lllll".
For unher Infonnalion, plleasiC OOOllllCt •••••
EDITOR cearbhaD 0 SlochAln EAGARTIIOm
LAYOtrf ChaOS LEAoAN AMAcR
Who put the Bom in the Bom Bom Dlddleye Bom?
Thanks to Paul and John O'Lougbltn-Kennedy
Printed by Maypark,
Ashbourne, Co. Meath.
Clarifications
Should you see any inaccuracies printed in any issue of.The Dr~ Examiner you
should contact the Editor immediately. The matter will be revIewed and any
necessary changes made.
The DIT Challenging TlDles team were beaten by a UCD team ~d not a team
from UCC as stated (April 98 issue, pI).
DITSU / Irish Times April Crossword Winners:
l.Simon Lowther, 4Yr, DT299, Kevin St.
2. Niemand.
3. Duine ar bith.
Prizes can be collected from the Editor, Students' Union, Kevin S1.
01 8366111
017032426
01 7032 7
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LINKS Social Action Group
Busy Bee
Retreat
During the week of 23-27 March a
retreat known as the Busy Bee Retreat
was held in Kevin St. The same' retreat,
though under the title 'A Campus
Retreat', took place in Cathal Brugha St
from 9-13 of March. Sr. Margaret
McDermott, Sr. Margaret Buckley and
Fr. Finbarr Neylon halped and
organised the retreat in their respective
centres.
The retreats wore directed by Paul
Horan, a Carmelite priest, and Colin
Keating, a Capuchin Brother. The
retreat format, used for the first time in
Ireland, centred around the provision of
spiritual guidance to staff and students
on a one to one basis. This type of
retreat has been going in American
universities for the last ten to fifteen
years. It acknowledges the difficulty
people, especially third level students,
have in taking time out to do a retreat.
Instead, this retreat offered staff and
students the opportunity during their
free breaks (if they had any) to reflect
upon their lives in the light of their
calling as Christians.
As well as individual guidance, both
retreats offered other activities, such as
meditation, Taize prayer, Reconciliation
Services and Eucharist. Paul and Colin
wish to thank all the people who
supported the retreats in any way. They
also gratefully acknowledge the help
which the chaplains in both colleges
gave them during their time in DIT.
Sr. Margaret McDermott.
Th~ warningr about th~ Public Order Act and its
potmtiAlabus~ by th~ authorirm is ctrtainly worth
h~~ding. What is unsettling about Final Conjliets
tom is th~ indignation shown at thnr comratks
b~ing subj~cted to 'outrag~oustr~atmmt'and an
intimidatoryftrm ofsaual abus~'~tc considering a
ftllow-up bulletin rifm to US Attornry G~al as
lann 'BuD Dyk~' Rmo~ and that thry opmly
proclaim th~~lv~s Zogbustm' (Zionist
Occupational Gov~mmt busters), dislik~ coons,
fagr, and oth" ()nt~~chm.Lov~ly.
While Youth Difmc~ can 't b~ blam~d ftr th~
polici~sofoth", mor~ txtr~~, right winggroups
(thry dmy any conn~ction with fTP), it is
significant that thry attract th~ attention ofsuch
nic~ p~ople.
the girls who suffers from serious epilepsy, which
in consequence placed her life in danger.
The ten were told on release some hours later
that a file would be sent to the DPP. The five
girls have since been taken to hospital by Youth
Defence.
At the time that the Public Order Act was
introduced, Youth Defence warned of the
dangers to civillibenies inherent in the new Act
and also pointed out the clear purpose of the Act
was to crush Pro-Life opposition to the
legalisation of abonion. At that time the
Government denied these allegations. The
behaviour of the Gardaf in this instance however,
shows beyond doubt just what brutal methods
will be applied by Gardaf under the powers given
to them and that the motive is the suppression of
dissent from Government policy.
There are now no limits to which the enforcers
of the Public Order Act will not sink in abusing
peaceful Pro-Life demonstrators, and that there
is no protection under law for the civil rights of
those who find themselves unable in conscience
to accept plans to legalise the murder of unborn
children. We cannot doubt that ifit is Youth
Defence today it could be anyone tomorrow.
Yours sincerely,
Brothers in Arms
to achieve a standard of ability where they were
able to go to the assistance of their sponing
colleagues. I hope that these colleges will
continue to suppon such standards of excellence
in their students.
The following is the text ofa Press Release from
the Web site publication (Final Conflict) of a
friendly bunch of lads who call themselves
International Third Position, and who see
themselves as sharing some -- but not all, of
course -- of the same ideals as 'our Irish
Comrades' in Youth Defence;
John Kavanagh
Sat April 4
The routine abuse of powers given to Gardaf
under the Public Order Act hit a barbaric low
today with the arrest if ten Youth Defence
members in Dublin as they conducted their
usual Pro-Life street information session.
The ten members -- five males, five females --
were arrested in spite of the absence ofany
disturbance and taken to Store Street Garda
station where they were placed in individual cells
before the five girls were strip searched by two
female Gardaf. The girls, ranging in age from 18
to 26, were forced to strip down to their
undetwear while a thorough body search was
conducted beneath their remaining clothing.
threats were also made to have them held down
by a male Garda if they refused to co-operate.
It is striking that the girls were singled out for
this outrageous treatment as clearly the intention
was to subject them to an intimidatory form of
sexual abuse. In addition, the Gardaf refused
medical attention for over two hours to one of
in close harmony, these students and the clubs
that they belong to already are. Indeed the
umbrella organisations have been cross border
organisations for many years.
While other sports have been fighting about
whether to lifr a ban or in other cases where a
cross border league would work. These people,
along with other adventure sports, quiedy
ignored the fact that different states 1 factions on
this island have got on with enjoying themselves
and working together.
I feel that the next time the Minister is dividing
out monies for spon he should recognise the
important role that the adventure sports, such as
caving, have in promoting cross border links. By
their very lack of competition they do not foster
division and instead foster cooperation. This is
in marked contrast with other powerful
organisations who continue to enforce the bans
and divisions.
I also feel that the authorities in Kevin Street,
Dublin VEC, DCU and Limerick Colleges are
to be congratulated for providing the resources 1
support to the college clubs. These enabled them
Cavers Triumph
Dear Sir,
Clockwise from top left: some of the students involved in helping pupils
from inner city schools like King's Inn, Whitefriar Street and Warrenmount;
one or two beaming journalists were also in evidence; ; Rosita, Sinead, John
and Blaithfn enjoy the get together; people named Sarah to the front please.
I note with interest the composition of the group
ofcavers that were rescued over the weekend
(18/19 Apr) from the caves in Clare. This group
ofstudents was made up ofstudents from
Queen's, Huddersfield and Maynooth colleges,
northerners and southerners. Their rescuers
included cavers from Kevin Street College
Caving Club, University of Limerick, DCU,
Dublin and the North. These rescuers acted
under the umbrella of the Irish Cave Rescue
Organisation and the Speliological Union of
Ireland. Both bodies represent cavers throughout
the island.
At a time when others are rejoicing in the
possibility of North and South working together
3
The Multinational Threat
Brendan Walsh
has only been raised by two TD's, John
Gormley from the Green Party arid
Independent Tony Gregory, in the DaiI.
Student debate has been equally
abysmal with the honourable exception
of the Trinity College One World
Society.
Although the MAl allows exemptions
from some of it's provisions these will
be temporary. Roll back measures will
ensure that governments reduce and
eventually eliminate existing regulations
which do not conform with the
agreement.
Meanwhile standstill measures stop
governments from introducing any new
non-conforming law. Inevitably the
MAl has a withdrawal clause which
locks a country into the agreement for
20 years once it is ratified.
Although the agreement has not yet
been finalised it must be remembered
that this is only the first round of the
negotiations. The multinational agenda
will stay the same, it only remains to be
seen to what degree they will get their
way.
"If the MAl negotiations at the OECD
break down, the US and other OECD
countries are likely to make every effort
to get as many provisions as possible
into other forums such as GAIT, IMF
or bilateral and multilateral
agreements," according to Renato
Ruggerio, the Director General of
wrO.
At present the world is witnessing a
backlash as Non Governmental
Organisations (NGO's) representing
labour standards, the environment and
Iuun8n rights join together to oppose
the MAl. Thae have been~ calls
to suspead nqotiarlons until mere has
beat •~ puhIic debare about .
it's CXXIICIquenccs.
It has also bc:ea a_aed that the rilha
granted to multinationals should be
balanced by obligations.
Environmental, labour, health and
safety and human rights standards
should be absolute and not dependent
onpl'Ofitnwgins. .
PcrUps the best summary of what the
MAl as currently drafted will mean is
provided by an American Ad Hoc
Working Group on the MAl:
"'1De MAl would bcndit inwston aver
worlras, corporuions ova' nations, the
Nonh over me South, the well-to-do
over the poor, men over women, short-
term profit and effkiency over long-
term social and environmental
sustainibility, and free markets over free
people."
protection. This is something which the
Irish government has been deathly quiet
about, although they have expressed a
preference for the negotiations to be
carried out in the World Trade
Organisation (WTO), where
developing countries have a stronger
mandate.
The Tanaiste and Minister for
Enterprise, Trade and Employment,
Mary Harney, said last month that,
"Ireland's own experience demonstrates
how an open for~ign investment regime
can be a key factor in economic
development."
Ms Harney does
not seem to take
account of the fact
that our own
economy benefited
from a high level of
state intervention
in many key
industries while it
was developing, a
) policy which the
Thuxaetopposiuofan OscarSchindkr, th~MAI MAl would
'would bm4it invmors OV" worltn-s, corporations OV" preclude other
ruztions. th~ North DVn' th~ South. th~ w~/J-to-do o~ th~ developing countries
poor, mm Ofin' womm, short-term profit aNi4Jidnr9 from adopting
DVn' long-term social ana environmental sustainibility, 0 f . h
andfr~~marlmsov"fr~~p~opk: X am argue t at
the MAl will
exacerbate the downward pressure on
labour and environmental standards in
both richer and poorer countries.
Increased mobility for multinationals
will allow them to set up wherever
conditions are most favourable and will
be a huge disincentive for govmuncnts
to enact new environmental kgislatioo
which may stop investors, or even allow
them to sue the gowmmeDt.
Examples already abound under the
NAFfA but <>mm point in particular
to wlw is happeairig on the McD:an
border. This i. home to over 2,000
manufacturing plants on me Mexican
side. They impon components freely
and then re-expon to the US. More
than a quarter of the plants cited
environmental costs and more stringent
US environmental laws as the reason for
their setting up here.
More than half produce hazardous
waste with only a third complying with
Mexican toxic waste laws. hlevitably
this has t"XICtcd a heavy toU on the local
environment and people.
Toxic diKharges associated with birth
defects and brain damage were routinely
emptied into open ditches. As a result
one of the towns in the area,
Matamoros, have an incidence of
anencephalic brainless baby births
running at 30 times the national
average.
Despite the possible consequences of
the MAl if it is ratified as it stands, the
debate in Ireland has been minimal. It
The law banned a gasoline additive
(MMT) which had already been banned
in many US states because it was found
to harm cars' pollution control systems
and was thought to be toxic. Under
NAFTA the Ethyl Corporation had a
right to be compensated because it
claimed that the Canadian law hurt it's
future profits and harmed it's
reputation.
Governments will no longer be able to
impose economic sanctions against
multinationals to force them to comply
with human rights, labour and
environmental
standards if
these are
judged to
interfere with
their profits.
Even if they
have a direct
business
relationship
with countries
which are
involved in
blatant human
rights abuses,
governments
are powerless to
intervene. The
example of the economic sanctions
which helped to end apartheid in South
Africa are precisely the type of thing
which could &1l foul of the MAl, which
values free movement of capital over
freedom ofpeople.
Other provisions of the MAl may
prevent governments. from prioritising
the needs of economically deprived
~ through a range of~ and
tu brab which coulcI be deemed 10 be
~ fOreign firms ... cIisadvanaF-.
-The MAl could aim pmmt aMlUia
from applyinl controls on foreip
invatoa C¥al if their aaMties conBia
with national development objectives,
or may be ecologically, socially or
culturally damaging. Local health and
environmental laws could also be
questioned if they were considered
discriminatory by foreign investon,-
according to the Oxf.un report.
Performance requirements, designed to
preyent multinationals from setting up
in an area to avail of tu blClb without
making any real -contrihution to the
local economy, may be another casualty
of the MAl. Requirements of equal pay
for equal work and laws -requiring that a
certain per centage of employees be
women run contrary to the MAl as it
now stands, though this section is under
review.
Perhaps the biggest losers will be
developing countries, who will be
forced to c.ompete with their
industrialised neighbours without any
I t has been called a threat to our verydemocracy. It has been characterised
as an attempt by the rich and
wonderful to ride roughshod over the
rights of the poor and marginalised.
Yet when the Multilateral Agreement
on Investment is mentioned to people
the most common response is: "The
wha...?"
The Multilateral Agreement on
Investment (MAl) has been under
negotiation in Paris since 1995 by
countries from the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD). These are 29 of
the wealthiest nations in the world.
Along with the European Commission
and the US they are hoping to ratify the
agreement by October.
Simply put, the MAl is an investment
treaty designed to do away with many
of the regulations currently in place to
control foreign investment in countries.
The whole basis of the treaty is that a
country will have to treat foreign firms
exactly the same as they do domestic
ones.
So far, so boring. However, the MAl
goes further. Opponents of the
Agreement have pointed to the fact that
it gives rights to multilateral companies
without putting any obligations on
them. It even allows these companies to
sue governments if they feel that laws in
a country interfere with their profits.
Although th~ MAl is quite forceful
about the investor's right to sue, there is
no corresponding right for
governments. communities or citizens
to counrcrdaim for~ caused by
the investor. Ox&m, me Third World
1F1CY' haw: issued a position paper on
the ap:cment in which they say:
--In effect this gMs the invator a~
not just equal but superior to
governments and the people they are
supposed to represent. Laws and
policies validly established by legally
accountable governments will be
overridden by the rights created by the
MAL-
Unlike the GAIT the MAl does not
conWit a general c:xcmption from MAl
rules lOr national laws to protect human
and animal health and me environment.
Perhaps this seems far-fetched. even
fantastic. But it is already happening.
The North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), seen as a
blueprint for the MAl, provides telling
indications of what to expect from the
latter.
In one case, using an MAl-like
provision of the NAFTA, a US-based
company, the Ethyl Corporation, sued
the Canadian government for $251
million in damages because they forced
them to comply with a health and safety
law.
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Kosovo •• Sarajevo 1914 revisited?
Mairdn Breathnach
'. ,
Bosnia-Herzegovina will ignore
the Daytona accord in support
of the Albanians and secede
from Belgrade, resurrecting the
bitter war against the Serb
Bosnian Republic., The
Bosnian Serbs will stand with
Milosevic in fighting for a
united Serb nation. And, as a
former Slav ally, there is a real
danger of the unpredictable
Boris Yeltsin coming to the aid
of Serbia, paralysing Western
attempts to diffuse the
situation. Already Russia has
vetoed the imposition of
sanctions by the UN: the
reason? The $1.5 billion arms
deal agreed with Serbia last
year.
The Serbs take delivery of a
massive arsenal of weapons
within the next few months.
On April 1st last, Boris Yeltsin
promised to go ahead with the
deployment of missiles to
Greek-held Cyprus, to
underline the "special prospects
for Russian-Greek military and
technical co-operaton.»
Turkey has warned that such a
deployment could lead to
fighting. The' six-nation
'contact group on the former
Yugoslavia has been slow in
recommending any threats of
real sanctions. The sale of arms
to Serbia is an issue' neither
nation is willing to vote on.
The addressal of Russia's stance
and the role of organised crime
in the conflict has not been
fully appraised.
Students: Protect your work!
Copyright your inventions, papers,
theses, and other works with
Burnett Global -- a snip at ten quid.
Action from Ireland are holding their 11
Annual Famine commemoration walk on
Sat 16 May from Doolough to Louisburgh
in Mayo. It commences at 1:30pm and the
theme this year is that of the plight of the
refugee. Walk leaders include Pauline
Lukaso, Vedran Smailovic, Peter Carey and
Ronnie Drew. Buses leave Parnell Square,
7:30am £8 Rtn and return that day, 11 pm.
What can go wrong?
The long term scenario is a
portent of disaster.
Slobodan Milosevic will no
doubt order the Serbian army
to crush the civil unrest in
Kosovo. Support from the
Muslim world will come via
Turkey. Turkey's relationship
with the EU and Greece is
precarious to say the least. The
opening of talks tor she
acceptance of divided .Cyprus
as a new member, has been
criticised by the Turks who
~laim Brussels overtures to
Greek Cypriots will escalate
tensions in the eastern
Mediterranean region.
It has vowed to annexe the
north of the island, and
Turkish Cypriots have
withdrawn from UN peace
talks in protest of the pending
bestowal of member status on
Cyprus.
If the Balkan conflict heats up
with Greek support for
Milosevic, Turkey will accuse
them of contravening NATO
rules and annexe the islands in
the oil rich Aegean sea.
Greece's Christian pact with
Belgrade in support of the
Serbian nation, will effectively
veto any attempts at a
resolution to the crisis by the
EU or NATO. Montenegro,
whose elections last year
installed a Muslim-led
government, will sieze the
opportunity and declare their
independence from Serbia.
The Muslim government in
IRELAND'S
WELCOME TO THE
STRANGER
victimisation of the
businessman by both the
Russian and after his escape,
American intelligence agencies
is the one example of the
manipulative powers of the
Russian Mafia.
The sale or supply of arms to
those in need of them is a
powerful incentive for the
aggravation of any conflict.
The Russian Mafia have easy
access to a huge arsenal and are
well versed in the logistics of
weapons-trafficking. Raymond
Kendall, Interpol chief, said "
They are a danger for Western
businessmen in that they offer
parallel channels of doing
things. And unlike Western
Mafiosi, they resort
immediately to violence."
Kosovars have complained of
nightly raids on Serbian
installations by Albanian
gangsters intent on provoking
an all out war in the area.
These claims are given credence
by the relatively short interval
between Albania's
disintegration and the present
Kosova crisis. The smallest of
conflicts are the hardest to
solve, until they escalate. Few
in this country realise the wider
implications of the unrest in
Kosovo.
Ethnicity, as we know only too
well, is the cause of the most
bitter ofwars.
Without an immediate
international response to the
situation, the Balkans will be
flung into yet another
conflagration that threatens to
de-stabilise the entire region.
McDonnells
Sandwich Bar
The creative alternative to the fast food
scene. Well filled sandwiches, baguettes
are the order of the day. All our breads
and pastries are baked on the premises.
Choose from our ever. fresh display. Our
ambition is to supply you with the best
and freshest of light, healthy and
nutritious foods,
Bon Appetit!
No compromise on quality - give us a trial
for all catering occasions - office parties,
meetings, etc., you'll get the best.
Lasagne. quiche. sausage roUs, a varicry of hor pancakes to foUow
with. selection of p"stries, BcwIcy's Co/fcc or Tea.
Phone orders:- 475 7004
Today's Menu Selection
Quality made soup. sandwiches. baguettes and baps. Filled with
any of the foUowing: hot boron or sausage. egg or pudding. pat~
and toast. bacon lettuce and tomato. ham or beef. hot beef
sandwich with horseradish sauce. tradirional corned beef,
cheddar. cmmanthal. edam. brie. pastrami. fTcsh cooked chiden
or turkey. pcpperoni. salami. cggIcoleslaw and any salad,
is ethnic Albanian, the
repercussions of an attempt at a
Bosnian-style clamp down by
Milosevic are ominous.
The collapse of the Albanian
borders due to the civil unrest
last year led to an influx of
arms for the Kosova Liberation
Army (UCK). Their motive
however is not entirely bona
fide nationalism, and
indications are that they are a
cover for a more sinister
organisation.
The vacuum left by the demise
of communist rule in Albania
has led to the emergence of a
'kleptocracy' state, as reported
by one expert on European
crime. Control has fallen now
to the former Hoxha
communists, after the fall from
grace of Sali Berisha's
conservative ruling party.
Organised crime has taken a
hold on the country similar to
the situation in Russia.
Widespread corruption of
Russian government officials is .
rife.
Alexandre Konanykhine's is a
case in point. He was the head
of an extensive group of private
companies that included the
largest Russian commercial
bank when the Mafia decided
to muscle in in 1991. He
helped set up and fund security
agencies to combat this
advance. In 1992 he was
kidnapped in Budapest by a
Russian Mafia group with close
links to the KGB.
He managed to escape but not
after they had siezed all of his
assets. The subsequent
Vosovo is more than an
~"internal" problem for
Yugoslav president Slobodan
Milosevic. Many Serbs regard
it as the cradle of their
civilisation and a reminder of
the glory days of the Serbian
medieval kingdom.
The cent.ral plain of Kosovo is
the site of the 'decisive' defeat
of the Serbians by the Turkish
Muslims in. the 1389, and the
spot chosen by Milosevic to
deliver his speech in 1989 on
his way to power. An estimated
100,000 ethnic Albanians have
been killed since World War 11-
in an attempt to make Kosova
'Albanian-free'. The late
Mother Theresa, an Albanian,
was driven from Kosovo by the
Serbs. Kosovo is a province
Slobodan Milosevic will not
give up too easily.
Kosovo has remained a
relatively minor spectator in
Balkan affairs since 1945,
choosing the democratic route
towards autonomy, no doubt
prompted by the atrocities of
Bosnia and a huge Serb
military and police presence.
Kosovars have their own
legitimately-elected
government, suspended
illegally by the Serbs in 1991.
This struggle threatens to go
beyond the borders of the
former Yugoslavia and cause a
diplomatic breakdown,
equivalent to that heralded by
the assassination of Archduke
Ferdinand in Sarajevo, three
quarters of a century ago.
With an estimated population
of three million, 90% of which
£-5
Irish Referendum on The Agreement and The Amsterdam Treaty
In order to get a better idea ofwhat the different arguments on the up-coming referendum are, The DITExaminer sent a series of questions to political
parties and other organisations. We also welcomed short articles from them. Here are the responses of the groups which replied.
Reifreann'98 Ail other political partiesare campaigning for a Yesvote on the Amsterdam
Treaty.
QI. Should the government have
opted to hold both Referenda (Articles
2, 3&29; Amsterdam Treaty) on the
same day? Why?
A. Holding both referendums on the
same day is likely to result in a higher
turnout than ifAmsterdam was held on
its own. There is no reason why this
should be seen as an improper or
irrelevant consideration. The
Government is quite entitled to make
arrangements which are designed to
improve turnout; holding the poll on a
Friday is welcome for much the same
reason. There is no question of any
sleight of hand being involved. There
Labour Party Press Office
turnout. We welcome the fact that
polling will be on a Friday, which will
facilitate those who live away from
home.
The Good Friday Agreement provides
the opportunity to bring an end to one
of the darkest chapters in our history
and truly make a new beginning. Let us
never forget that 3',250 people died
because of ancient quarrels that locked
us in the past, freezing Northern Ireland
in bitterness and hatred.
The Agreement was not a victory for
anyone side: it is a victory for reason
and common sense. Everyone fave
somthing and everyone got something.
We have agreed to amend Articles 2 &
3 of the Constitution: it is a small price
to pay for a balanced political
settlement in Northern Ireland which
provides the opportunity for lasting
peace.
It is a good and fair agreement and
deserves support.
While we have a number of reservations
about the Amsterdam Treaty - relating
mainly to what it does not contain -
we regard it as an advance which
provides a social dimension to counter-
balance the neo-Iiberal direction of
Maastricht. The explicit inclusion for
the first time ever of the principles on
which the EU should develop, such as
liberty, democracy, human rights,
fundamental freedoms and the rule of
law, move the union beyond a mere
marketplace. These principles, together
with the commitment to a high level of
employment and social protection are
all measures long sought by the Left
across Europe.
A No. Because what is being voted on
is a package that was the result of
exhaustive negotiations involving the
two governments and most of the
parties in Northern Ireland. We don't
have the luxury of picking and
choosing.
Q3. AIe you in favour of a Yes vote on
Articles 2, 3 & 29, ie that they be
changed? Why?
A Yes. The proposed changes are a key
component of the package. The two
articles in their current form relect the
language and attitude of the 1930s. The
proposed new wording reflects a more
modern, self-confident Ireland, which
does not feel the need for territorial
claims to express itself. Important
safeguards are built in to guarantee Irish
citizenship for anyone in Northern
Ireland who chooses it.
Q5. AIe you in favour of a Yes vote on
The Amsterdam Treaty? Why?
A Yes. Vll'tUal1yall its provisions are, in
our view, positive. None of the
proposed changes are so inimical to our
interests as to affect that overall picture.
In almost all cases our criticism would
be that the proposals do not go far
enough - particularly in the areas of
social policy and democratisation of the
institutional process of the EU. Overall
Amsterdam goes some of the way to
rectifying the shortcomings of
Maastricht and countering the neo-
liberal ethos which dominated it.
Q6. What effect would a No vote on
The Amsterdam Treaty have?
A A rejection of the Treaty in anyone
country means that it cannot come into
effect. It would be a setback for the
movement towards a Social Europe that
seeks to put the civil and social rights of
people at the centre of European
development.
Q7. How important is the link
between mandate and turnout?
A Legally there is no link. However, the
greater the turnout the greater the
moral authority of each decision. Both
referenda deal with important issues
and we urge the biggest possible
Q4. What effect would a Yes vote on
the Articles question have on the Peace
Process?
A There is no viable alternative to the
Agreement. Its rejection would
inevitably mean a return to political
instability in Northern Ireland and, in
alllikelibood, renewed violence.
Democratic Left Press Office
confident that the people of this island
will vote Yes in large numbers for peace.
Q6. What effect would a No vote on
The Amsterdam Treaty have?
A. We would be wrong to take all the
combined benefits of the European
Union membership for granted, if we
fail to vote an emphatic Yes to the
Amsterdam Treaty. During our 25 year
membership we have prospered more
than all the other later entrants. The
development of the European Union
deserves our continued support.
Q7. How important is the link
between mandate and turnout?
A. We are hopeful that the electorate
will turn out in large numbers and give
these referenda the support they
deserve. We urge every citizen to play
their part in making history and help
embrace a new and peaceful future for
this island in Europe.
Q5. Are you in favour of a Yes vote on
The Amsterdam Treaty? Why?
A. Yes. Fianna Fail has been a long time
supporter of deeper European
integration for Ireland. Ireland's whole
future prosperity and strong economic
performance critically depends on our
continued full and committed
participation in the European Union.
We are satisfied that the Amsterdam
Treaty represents an outcome which is
good for Ireland and good for Europe.
We believe in our own interest, and also
because we want to play our part by
contributing positively to the
development of the European Union,
that it is crucial that we say Yes to the
new Amsterdam Treaty.
Q2. Should the various
constitutional articles have been
contained on three separate ballots?
Why?
QI. Should the government have
opted to hold both Referenda (Articles
2, 3&29; Amsterdam Treaty) on
the same day? Why?
A. Our preference would have been to
have the two referenda on separate days.
Fianna Fail Press Office
Q3. AIe you in favour of a Yes vote
on Articles 2, 3- & 29, ie that they be
changed? Why?
A. Yes. The proposed changes to
Articles 2, 3, & 29 must be viewed in
terms of the balanced constitutional
settlement that was brokered on 10
April, 1998. The Good Friday
Agreement is an historic breakthrough.
For the first time ever we have
negotiated a comprehensive and
inclusive Agreement capable of winning
support across a wide spectrum from all
the traditions on this island. The whole
basis of the settlement is a recognition
that everyone who shares this island can
live together in peace, stability and
reconciliation. In short, our message is
vote Yes for peace.
The NO to Amsterdam
groups are Sinn Fein,
Greens, National
Platform and Joe Higgins.
Q2. Should the various constitutional
articles have been contained on three
separate ballots? Why?
A. The proposed amendments ot
Articles 2, 3, & 29 will be contained on
a single ballot paper. These changes are
part of an overall package and part of an
agreed balanced constitutional
settlement. The electorate must,
therefore, decide whether to accept or
reject this package in full; there can be
no half measures.
'I"
'IANNA
Ql. Should the government have'
opted to hold both Referenda (Articles
2, 3&29; Amsterdam Treaty) on the
same day? Why? ,
A. Yes. Both referenda are crucial to the
future development of this island and
we have sufficient faith in the
intelligence of the electorate to
distinguish between all the different
strands involved.
Q4. What effect would a Yes vote on
the Articles question have on the Peace
Process?
A. The Good Friday Agreement is an
overall package that does not come into
effect unless it is passed in referenda in
both jurisdictions on this island. A No
vote on the Articles would be a major
set-back fot the Peace Process but we do
not envisage such an eventuality. We are
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will be two separate ballot papers to
decide two unconnected issues. The
voting public is more than capable of
coping with being asked to decide on
two issues at the same time.
Q2. Should the various constitutional
articles have been contained on three
separate ballots? Why?
A. The three amendments arising from
the Belfast Agreement are inextricably
interrelated. Article 2 at present outlines
the extent of the national territory,
while Article 3 defines the present
territorial jurisdiction of the State.
There would be no purpose served by
asking people to vote seperately on what
is presented as an integral package of
reform; the amendment to Article 29
describes the manner in which the
package as a whole is to be
implemented.
Q3. Are you in favour of a Yes vote
on Articles 2, 3 &: 29, ie that they be
changed? Why?
A. The Labour Party is campaigning for
a Yes vote to change in Articles 2, 3 &:
29 of the Constitution. The changes in
these articles which refer to the
entitlement to belong to the Irish
nation and its ultimate aspiration to
physical unity reflect more accurately
and adequately the views of the Irish
people. Most people in the Republic of
Ireland have been aware for some time
that changes in Articles 2 &: 3 would be
necessary to secure a settlement in
Northern Ireland.
Q4. What effect would a No vote OD
the Articles question have on the Peace
Process?
A. A No vote could only be interpreted
as meaning that the citizens of this
jurisdiction were unwilling to
incorporate the principle of consent -
which has been accepted by successive
Governments since Sunningdale as
determining the policy of this State to
future changes in the status of Northern
Ireland - into our Constitution. It is
difficult, if not impossible, to envisage a
policy that could be adopted by a
Dublin Government in such
circumstances which would have even a
remote chance of contributing to the
peace process, or any other process.
Q5. Are you in 'favour of a Yes vote on
The Amstetdam Treaty? Why?
A. We endorse the Amsterdam Treaty as
a relatively modest package of
incremental improvements to the
existing treaties. Its subject matter
extends from citizens' rights, common
foreign and security policy, employment
and social policy to free movement of
people and institutional reform. In
particular, we are satisfied that, on foot
of changes to the proposed wording
which we received, there is no risk to
Ireland's existing neutrality status and
that, should such a question arise in the
future, it would have to be put to the
people in a fresh referendum.
Q6. What effect would a No vote on
The Amsterdam Treaty have?
A. A No vote would delay or prevent
ratification by any member state, since
changes to the existing treaties can only
be made unanimously. The specific
issues, if any, which resulted in the
treaty being voted down would have to
be identified and an effort at
renogatiation made or an opt out for
Ireland secured. A No vote would
probably be defined as resulting from a
mixture of voter confusion, ignorance
and apathy and signalling a failure on
the part of proponents of European
integration to outline their position and
the issues involved.
Q7. How important is the link
between mandate and turnout?
A. The turnout figures by themselves do
not tell the whole story. For example,
surveys generally indicate a favourable
attitude in Ireland to the European
project yet the Amsterdam Treaty
referendum will probably attract very
little voter interest. A genuinely
controversial referendum would result
in a higher turnout but questions of
institutional European reform seem to
attract passive acceptance rather than
enthusiastic endorsement. This is hardly
surprising and not necessarily
unhealthy.
" r
Anthony Cougblan
Secretary, National Platform.
Ql. Should the government have
opted to hold both Referenda (Articles
2, 3&:29; Amsterdam Treaty) on the
same day? Why?
A. No. It prevents a proper debate on
the very important Amsterdam Treaty.
Q2. Should the various constitutional
articles haft been contained on three
separate ballots? Why?
A. There are 2 ballots; one on Northern
Ireland and the other on Amsterdam.
Q3. Are you ia ..VOW' of a Yes vote on
Articles 2, 3 &: 29, ie that they be
changed? Why?
A. Personally, Yes on the North; but No
to Amsterdam.
Q4. What effect would a No vote on
the·Artidea question bPe on the Peace
Process?
A It would damage it.
Q5. Are you in favour of a Yes vote on
The Amsterdam Treaty? Why?
A. No.
Q6. What would be the effect of a No
vote on the Amsterdam Treaty?
A. The existing ED Treaties would
remain in being and all our existing
rights and obligations under them.
Q7. How important is the link
between mandate and turnout?
A. Constitutionally there is no link.
Ten Reasons for Saying No to Amsterdam
The present generation of Irish
politicians is urging the present
generation of voters to give more
powers to Brussels, and so deprive the
younger and future generations of the
competence to shape the future of their
country. Once these powers are given
away they are gone forever, for there is
no provision for ever devolving them
back again from the ED to national
level. If people vote Yes to the Northern
Agreement, they should vote No to
Amsterdam, for these reasons:-
1. The Government wants to 'piggy_
back' the 140-page Amsterdam Treaty
- incorporating the lOOO-plus pages of
the Schengen Agreement! - on the
back of the Northern Ireland
referendum, so that people do not have
time to consider properly what
Amsterdam is about. A sophisticated
electorate will not fall for this.
2. Amsterdam is the outline
Constitution of the ED State now being
built, in which Ireland will be more like
a region or province than an
independent sovereign country.
3. Amsterdam gives more power to
Brussels, only this time in return for
nothing, as there is no money on offer.
4. Amsterdam gives the ED power to
decide our fundamental rights, which is
totally unnecessary, as all ED states are
already bound by the European
Convention on Human Rights.
5. Amsterdam gives the ED power to
control our borders. so lessening
necessary national protection against
admitting foreign criminals.
6. Amsterdam edges us closer to
abandoning neutrality and gives the
other ED States power to decide much
ofour foreign policy.
7. Amsterdam makes legally possible
first- and second-class ED membership,
which previously Ireland could veto.
8. Amsterdam's provisions on
employment and social policy are weak
and vague, a cover for the strict rules of
EMU and the single currency.
9. Amsterdam takes away Ireland's right
to veto in 19 new areas.
10. If we vote No, Ireland, will still
remain an ED member, and the 15 men
- not a single woman among them! -
who drew up the Treaty will have to go
back to the drawing board.
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE IRISH
REFERENDUM ON THE AGREEMENT TO
BE HELD MAy 22 1998
Robin Stewart
Progressive Unionist Party
Q 1. Should the Irish government have
opted to hold both Referenda (Articles
2, 3&:29; Amsterdam Treaty) on the
same day? Why?
A. No. The referendu~ on Art.
2&:3&29 are crucial to unionists and
the ability to sell the agreement to the
unionist people. So the result must be
clear and open and not open to a
negative spin which some of our
politicians are experts at doing.
Q2. Should the various constitutional
articles have been contained on three
separate ballots? Why?
A. No. Because again this is part of the
overall agreement. There must not be
any ammunition given to people who
wish to destroy this agreement and the
chance of peace. The message must be
loud and clear: all the people of this
island want to live in peace with their
neighbours. If we had three separate
ballots with three different results this
would be all the ammunition the no
campaigners would need.
Q3. Are you in favour of a Yes vote on
Articles 2, 3 & 29, ie that they be
changed? Why?
A. I believe that Articles 2, 3 &: 29 are
illegal and in the eyes of international
law they are, but it is part of the
Agreement and as such a resounding Yes
vote is needed.
Q4. What effects would a Yes vote o~
the Articles question have on the
Northern Peace Process?
A. The referendums both North and
South of the border are inextricably
linked. The unionists need a Yes vote on
the articles because this is needed to
help sell the agreement. The detractors
of this deal will seize on a No vote and
play on people's fears and I believe the
chance for peace will collapse. With a
return to violence on a scale we have
not witnessed bdOre and possibly a war
to the death because the gap between
nationalist and loyalist will become too
wide to bridge.
Q5. How important is the link
Acbtung! Achtung!
Be wary of Yes campaip
saturation •• listen to both
sides before you vote.
Referendum '98
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The Amsterdam Treaty
has significant
implications for Irish
neutrality.· learn about it.
REDEFINING IRELAND
Kevin O'Brady examines the issues behind the Northern Agreement in light of the up-coming
referendum here on proposed changes to Articles 2 & 3 of the Irish Constitution.
'98 Even a Yes vote on theAgreement doesn'tguarantee peace, so what
will a 0 vote achieve?
upholds the British constitutional
position that the Six Counties will
remain part of the United Kingdom
unless and until a majority of the
people in Northern Ireland decide
otherwise.
It is also arguable that an amendment to
Article 2 will make no difference to the
Unionist position on the future political
structure of Northern Ireland given that
the existence of Ulster Unionism relies
on the existing British constitutional
position. In other wore... Article 2 is of
minimal real political effect.
The main "concession" from Britain in
exchange for an amendment to Article
2, under the terms of the settlement,
will be for the British Government to
affirm, through legal provision, that if
and when a majority of people in
Northern Ireland wish to enter a united
Ireland, the necessary legislation will be
put in place. That is nothing new: the
same proposal is already in Britain's
Ireland Act of 1949 and it merely re-
states the British constitutional position
on Northern Ireland, which was in the
ineffectual Downing Street Declaration.
Prior to the drafting of this, the British
Government was advised by the then
Taoiseach, Albert Reynolds, that any
amendment to Article 2 or 3 would be
completely unacceptable to Northern
nationalists and that any settlement
would have to be on other terms.
An amendment of Article 2 will
formally recognise a statelet created
artificially in 1922 following the signing
of the "Articles of Agreement for a
Treaty between Great Britain and
Ireland" (the Anglo-Irish Treaty) in
1921, which resulted in civil war here.
A vote to leave Article 2 in its present
form will affirm that Ireland consists of
the whole of this island. There is
nothing dramatic about that; it is only
since partition - a short period, in
relative terms - that what we know as
"Northern Ireland" has been any
different politically to the remainder of
this island. Before the creation of the
Irish Free State, the whole island was
Ireland, albeit as a British sovereign
territory.
If the opinion polls are correct, we will
soon acknowledge legal ownership of
part of this island by people who have
never heard of Belfast or Derry, or who
do not know where they are; who do
not know the difference between the
UVF and IRA; who have ever set foot
anywhere in this country; and who, in a
referendum, would probably vote for
Britain to withdraw from Northern
Ireland.
amendments - that the "Irishness" of
Northern nationalists would be
"protected"; the "right to belong to the
Irish nation" is not the same as actually
belonging. A Belfast solicitor, Barra
McCrory, has said that Northern
nationalists are greatly concerned about
any proposed alteration to the
Constitution and has suggested that any
amendment could be challenged in the
Irish courts.
Unlike those who took part in its poll,
The Sunday Business Post has been
unequivocal in its opposition to the
proposed amendments. The editorial of
8 March said: "What is being planned
represents an act of quite enormous
stupidity". On 15 March, it said: " The
planned changes represent the most
stupid handing-away of national legal
rights".
On 8 March, the paper also compared
the proposed amendments with
"Before the creation of the
Irish Free State, the whole
island was Ireland, albeit as a
British sovereign territo~"
political events in Germany: although
West and East Germany were separate
national entities for 45 years, West
Germany never officially accepted the
division and East Germans were
regarded by West Germany in every
respect as West Germans. At no point
before reunification, in October 1990,
did any logic suggest that the best way
to achieve unity would be for West
Germany firstly to divest itself of its
territorial claim over East Germany.
On 12 April, following the settlement,
the paper said: "We will become the
laughing stock of Europe: the first
country ever to vote part of its national
territory out of existence and the first
country unable to define its national
boundary"; and that "the deal long-
fingers every issue that is either of
importance to n2tionalists or potentially
embarrassing to Britain".
In the Republic, voters will be asked to
approve the proposed amendments on
the basis that, as part of a settlement,
they are guaranteed to result in peace in
Northern Ireland. But that may not be
so: any renunciation by the Republic of
its territorial claim over Northern
Ireland will be regarded by many - if
not all - Northern nationalists as an
abandonment of them by the South,
and will do nothing towards achieving a
United Ireland; hence Sinn Fein's
hesitation until this weekend in
promoting a "yes" vote in the South. If
anything, the proposed new wording
Before the "Northern Settlement" was
concluded in Stormont on 10 April -
Good Friday - the Sunday Business Post
carried out a poll which asked: "If a
referendum were held tomorrow which
proposed to alter Articles 2 and 3 of the
Constitution so that partition were
formally recognised, would you vote
'yes' or 'no' ?" There were 432 votes
recorded, of whidf 94% were 'yes'.
Other polls have produced the same
overall result, but with smaller
majorities.
On May 22, voters in the South will be
formally asked - as part of the
settlement - to authorise proposed
amendments to Articles 2 and 3 of the
1937 Constitution in order to renounce
the Republic's territorial claim over the
Six Counties and to replace this with an
affirmation that the Republic will aspire
- in an unspecified way - to unite all the
people on this island.
At present, Article 2 reads: "The
national territory consists of the whole
of Ireland, its islands and the territorial
seas." This, and Article 3, would be
replaced with an affirmation that: "...
the right to belong to the Irish nation
and membership of it ... is the
entitlement of every person born on
this island..."; and that: "It is the firm
will of the Irish nation to unite all the
people of the island of
Ireland... recognising that a United
Ireland can only be brought about with
the consent of a majority of the people
democratically expressed in each of the
jurisdictions of the island."
It is ironic that, after years of debate
about Articles 2 and 3, amendments to
these should be proposed by Fianna
Fail, the (32-county) "Republican
Party". The Taoiseach was in Toronto,
Canada, prior to St. Patrick's Day,
when he confirmed the Government's
intention to hold a referendum. When
asked how he thought nationalists in
Northern Ireland would react to an
amendment, he said that what
concerned them was not that the Irish
Constitution should regard them as
living on Irish soil, but rather questions
about policing in Northern Ireland,
paramilitary prisoners and equality of
treatment with the Unionist
population. Others would disagree.
During a debate on US television,
before the settlement in Stormont, Paul
Hill, of the "Guildford Four", said that
it would be "naive" to suggest that
Northern nationalists would not feel
aggrieved at being told that, for
example, they are no longer eligible for
Irish passports. Although the
Government stressed repeatedly - before
finalising its wording of the proposed
The following is a list of the
organisations and people who were sent
The DITExaminer Questionnaires:
Fianna Fail -- replied
Democratic Left -- replied
Labour -- replied
PUP -- replied
National Platform -- replied
Fine Gad -- zip
Green Party - nada
SDLP -- silencio
Sinn Fein -- faic na ngrast
UDP -- zero
UUP -- nix
DUP -- not an inch (of copy)
UK Unionist -- Bob's not you: uncle
Sinn Fein Poblachtach -- chinas
Women's Coalition -- nought
Progressive UNIONIST PARTY
between mandate and polling turnout?
A. Again because of the nature of
politics in Northern Ireland we cannot
allow'the No campaigners any scope to
put a negative spin on the result. We
cannot afford to give ammunition to
the No campaigners who in turn by
their words can encourage the men of
violence to continue and escalate their
reign of terror.
The Progressive Unionist Party
welcomes the agreement reached on
Friday 10 April 1998. We, like all the
participants, are not entirely happy with
all aspects of this agreement and the
contents but we feel that at least it
presents an opportunity for politicians
here to play an accountable,
constructive role in the governance and
administration of our own affairs.
Contrary to some of the spins you may
already have heard about it giving the
Republic of Ireland a greater input into
N Ireland affairs we feel this agreement
would actually have the effect of
reducing this influence. Since 1985, the
Republic of Ireland, through the
Maryfield secretariat, has had a greater
influence than any of our elected
representatives. With the removal of the
Maryfield secretariat and the setting up
of cross-border bodies answerable to a
Northern Ireland Assembly this will
bring in a spirit of co-operation in
matters of mutual interest and redress
the democratic deficit that has existed
in Northern Ireland.
We are living in a period of change.
The lessons we have learned from
resisting change in the past, has been
that change will occur anyway and is
likely to go in the direction of those
driving the agenda rather than those
opposing it. We need to be influencing
the agenda if we are not setting it, to
ensure our interests are recognised,
respected and achievable. The world is
changing and so must we.
This is just one step on a journey that
will hopefully lead us to peace between
two opposing cultures and let us
recognise and respect the diversity of
the people of this island North and
South.
We must give direction and leadership
and we have an opportunity to develop
an equitable, pluralist society. Let us
not squander this opportunity.
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Euro Reporter
Each year, thousands ofEuropean students come to Irish Universities and Colleges to study, learn English, and hopefully to
experience life in a new country. In many European countries there are long waiting lists to go on placements: some students
may have finished their degrees by the time their name comes up.
When they do come, often it is the Students' Union who are the first smiling Irish eyes they meet. ~ry often Students' Unions
can give assistance with finding accommodation and settling in. Many students are surprised at the level ofservice and
efficiency ofStudents' Unions, as some are not familiar with such systems offormal students representation.
U7tJ who represents European students on academic councils? Who organises their rag weeks? Who do European students turn
to fOr help with exam appeals? DIT Examiner journalist andfOrmer part-time DITSU Officer, Thomas Felle reports from
Tilburg, where he discovers how Students' Unions operate in the Netherlands.
Bias
fraternity gives you is great training
for young executives. It makes them
motivated, proves they work as part
ofa team."
Student senates run the academic
side of things. Senates work much
like the class representative and
council system in DITSU. They are
responsible for disputes between
students and leewrers, for ensuring
the coffee in the canteen does not
double in price, for all types of
student activities, except Ents: they
are an academic organisation and
nothing more. There are no
sabbatical officers. Normally there is
one part-time officer for every 100
students. Students elect these officers
to represent them much like we do
in DITSU. However, it is the part-
time officers who assign portfolios to
themselves and elect the president
and the deputy. It is the
responsibility of the president and
the deputy to work with the college
in deciding matters of policy and
curriculum. There are no welfare
officers, no campaigns officers, no
education officers.
The universities consult the senate
in matters of importance. It is not,
however, an any way successful. In
many ways, the real power is with
the fraternities. Many lecturers were
themselves part of the fraternities, so
members often get preferential
treatment with course work and
exams. Lecturers also support the
business breakfasts and other events
that are held and will facilitate
classes around these schedules. It is
the responsibility of student senates
to ensure lecturing standards and
general life is adequate for students.
It is the case, however, that the nod
and wink politics of fraternities still
lives and wields real power in the
Netherlands.
Recognition
Tao-Keh for Kongshi, Menno De
Regt, says being part of Kongshi is a
must ifyou want to work in business
in Tilburg. "All past members are
part of the Kongshi Alumni
association which meets each year in
April. It is an annual reunion for
former members and is organised by
the student members. It is a chance
to meet many imponant people in
business, and perhaps get a summer
job in some company. These
businessmen realise the
determination and character
building that beins part of a
training in the worst conditions
imaginable. During his initiation
period, Diederic~ had to clean the
house regularly, answer the phones,
do the gardening, deliver the post,
papers, and breakfast to the Tao-Keh
(the leader of the house who
represents the
fraternity on all
issues) among
other things.
"I'm glad its
over," he
disclosed. "My
father was also a
member of
Kongshi when he
was in University.
He suggested to
me that I should
also join. It opens
lots of doors,
many people in
big business have
gone through
Kongshi.
Thomm &//e on'"PmlUJus llSSignmmt: he was M 0 reo v er,
looking into corruption "mong Santa 's eJws. th 0 ugh , its the
cameraderie in
the group. I know we will still be
friends in forty years time. For me,
State Intervention that's important. The difficult
initiation just makes it all the better
when you do become a member."
fraternities. It can take anything
from one week to one year to
complete initiation, depending on
the fraternity. Last year, a seventeen
year old youth was killed while
taking part in a survival endurance
camping weekend with an arts
fraternity. In January
of this year, two
young women died
in Eindhoven. from
alcohol poisoning
after drinking six
bottles of whiskey in
an initiation
ceremony.
The government in
the Netherlands is
investigating ways of
controlling
fra terni ties and
initiation
ceremonies, however,
the Netherlands is a
very liberal country,
and any intervention
by government
authorities is never
welcomed, no matter
what the reason.
In a statement issued by the national
student organisation (Nederland
Studentcorps) after the latest deaths,
President Matreen Den Hoken said
(translated) " ..while we regret
accidental deaths in student
fraternities ...the people who died
chose to drink the whiskey...others
whould not be punished for their
cardessness." (The Cost of Colman
Byme doesn't compare, does it!)
Diederick Van Gelden is nineteen.
He recendy completed a six month
initiation to join Kongshi, part of
Tilburg Studentcorps. Kongshi
celebrated its fiftieth birthday last
year. It has one of the most difficult
initiations in Tilburg. It includes
fasting for four days, wearing
chinese dress for a week, one
weekend a month on survival
There are many differences between
the system of student representation
in Ireland and the Netherlands.
Students' Unions as we know them
do not exist. Instead, Dutch
students have a two-fold system of
representation.
Initiation
The Frat
Firstly, many students JOIn
fraternities. These fraternities usually
are long standing, and many of the
present students are the third
generations of their families to be in
them. The fraternities own their
own houses, and are usually divided
by' course subject: most business
students are in the same fraternity, as
are most science students. I live in a
house owned by an economics
fraternity. The house has thirty
bedrooms, its own laundry rooms,
internet connections, and comes
fully furnished with a bar.
Fraternities are similar in appearance
to clubs and societies, but are much
more active. All of the fraternities
are represented by one member at an
overall fraternity, called St Olaf in
Tilburg. This group elects a
president, however, it is not a full-
time position. The preseident's role
is one of a figure head more than
anything else. Each fraternity looks
after its own entertainment,
however, they do come together for
special occasions. Most fraternities
are sponsored by breweries for
ente~nmentand receive corporate
sponsorship for events such as
business breakfasts, or science days.
For the most pan they are wholly
independent of the University
authorities, some of them are limited
companies.
There has been some concern in
recent years, however, about
initiation ceremonies at some
9
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Following quickly in the footsteps ofJill
Furmanovsky (Oasis photographer for was
There Then, on show in the Gallery of
Photography during Green Energy
weekend), DIT School ofPhotography
student, the ubiquitous Brian 0 'Sullivan,
spent a day with Juniper as they prepared
for a gig in the Olympia Theatre.
april may juniper
•
J
.,
For more info contact:
Stephanie Rains or Laura
O'Herlihy
@ The Festival Office,
2a Irishtown Road, Ringsend, D2.
Ph: 660 9020 .
A rare and specialist Book Fair
Competition for young writers, to
be judged by Vincent Caprani
Family Day on the Green.
A Cultural Festival to celebrate
James Joyce in Dublin
June 12-16 1998
The Festival will take place in
Sandymount Green and a variety of
other venues in the Sandymount
area.
Events will include:
Live music events with Agnes
Bernelle, Professor Peter O'Brien
and other special guests.
Theatrical and dance productions of
James Joyce and Brian Friel
Literary events with T.P. McKenna
and other special guests.
1 Who's Eddie
2 The Carter Twins
3 Strange Fruit
4,5,6 to be confirmed
7 Francis Black
8 Asian
Contact: Kate Kavanagh (PRO),
Ryland, Bunclody, Co. Wexford.
Ph: 054 77663
email: ckavanagh@dit.ie
The current line up in running order:
Vickie Dunne. Moneyboe. Oulan. Gorey. Co.
Wexford.
Maura Bolger. Tinnick. Oulan. Gorey. Co.
Wexford 0872223072
Directors:
installationsexhibitionseventsshowsperformancestheatre
1708 Concert L+d AOIFE (The Association of Irish ('and~lImount/ 7' "l Festival Events) and numerous JI J
Government Tds and Council l J
representatives. The Concert will be a B oomsaay
pre-sold ticket event. Tickets will go on
sale through HMV on Saturday April 4. Festival
The tickets will be priced at £16.50 and
will be on sale in White Electrical Shop
in Enniscorthy and Wexford as well as
in all usual HMV outlets.
Information About the 1798 Concert:
The 1798 Commemoration is a festival
which will take place throughout Co.
Wexford and in parts of Wicklow
throughout the summer of this year.
'Rising Rhythms', The 1798 Concert
will take place on Saturday May 23,
beginning at 1pm approx. and ending
at 11 :30pm. The Concert is being
organised by 1798 Concert Ltd, a
voluntary group of young Wexford
people.
1798 Concert Ltd are Maura Bolger,
Vickie Dunne, Eddie O'Brien, Elaine
Bolger, Michael Cash, Mareli O'Brien
and Kate Kavanagh. 1798 Concert Ltd
has backing from Oulart Hill Co-op,
10
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About Nick Hornby
Celebrated writer Nick Hornby talks to Andrew Lyndt about feminism, Arsenal,
modern fiction and his new novel About A Boy
T HERE'S a revealing pas-sage in Nick Homby'snovel High Fidelity in
which the narrator, a jilted and
frustrated male, declares that he
can understand what feminists are
on about - most of the time.
When I ask the 40-year-old
best-selling author if this reflects
his own opinion, he freezes. Not
because he has any difficulty in
framing a reply but because,
despite his remarkable popular
and critical success, Nick Homby
has a terrible and permanent fear
of being misunderstood.
He is one of the few serious
novelists today with an instantly
recognisable name. He is the
writer vho is frequently said to
have best succeeded in capturing
the state of the male psyche in
the 1990s. He has recently sold
the film rights of his new novel
About A Boy for the best part of
£2 million. But he has als<? been
cited as the unwitting originator
of the 'new lad' generation and
the notorious Loaded phenome-
non. And Homby hates the idea.
In fact the softly spoken
Londoner is greatly distressed by
any allegations that his books are
evenly remotely sexist. So when
invited to talk about feminism he
chooses his words carefully.
"I think a lot of what people
term 'new laddism' has come
about partly because there's a
generation of young men now
who are very confused about
what feminism is. I come from a
generation when it was very clear
what it was. And because you
could clearly see that the status of
women was unfair, it was easy to
respond. But now the feminist
movement has become incredibly
factionalised and in some cases
quite whiny. And I think that's
given men the excuse to forget
about it. They can say 'I don't
understand what it's all about any
more so I'm off down the pub. ' I
think that's quite a worrying
trend and a bit depressing.
"But if you've spent two
decades listening to the term
'white middle-class male' as an
insult then you're going to react
against it. There's a perception
that somehow everything's easy
for us. And it's true that a small
number of men run the world.
But there are huge numbers of
men who feel just as disenfran-
chised from the centres of power
as anyone else. They're the kind
of people I tend to write about."
Until 1992 Nick Homby had
led, by his own admission, a pret-
ty drab existence. The product of
a broken London home, he
became a football fanatic when
his father started bringing him to
Highbury on Saturday aftemoons.
But after graduating from
Cambridge he drifted and became
an aspiring screenplay writer who
had accumulated nothing but a
pile of rejection slips. In the late
80's, frustrated and feeling like a
failure, he began to visit a thera-
pist.
It was she who encouraged
him to talk about his football
obsession, how it had served as
an outlet for his frustrations and
his need for a sense of communi-
ty. It became clear to him that his
love affair with Arsenal football
club had not only affected all of
his human relationships, it had
formed his whole outlook on life.
Eventually he realised that there
was a book to be written about all
this.
The result was the confessional
memoir Fever Pitch which is
commonly said to be the best
football book ever written. In
fact, as anyone who's read it can
testify, it actually has very little
to do with football. It established
Homby as an acute observer of
young men's obsessions, foibles
and insecurities, and people
bought it in their droves.
Fever Pitch was published just
as the image of football was radi-
cally changing, with the arrival of
Rupert Murdoch and Sky TV, and
the post-HilIsborough re-organi-
sation of stadiums. The book has
frequently been credited with
helping to restore football's self-
image. But the most famous
Arsenal fan in the world has a
dilemma about all this. Put sim-
ply, he does not believe his own
legend.
"My theory is that it empowers
the media to exaggerate the influ-
ence of a book because it places
the written word in a very impor-
tant position. But I don't believe
it. I think what Fever Pitch has
mainly been responsible for has
been a million articles about what
Fever Pitch has been responsible
for."
And what else?
"No, that's it."
But he's being unduly mod-est. What Homby pin-pointed and analysed so
brilliantly in the book was the
importance in men's lives of the
things they did when they were
children.
"Well, when I first went to
watch Arsenal I was excited
because I realised that this was
something which could last me
my whole life. On the terraces
you're standing in a community
of people which will be there for-
ever. It's not like going to rock
concerts where you eventually
get the sense that you shouldn't
be doing it any more. And I was
gratef41 to have something con-
stant in my life when everything
else was always changing.
"I think that the big difference
between the sexes is the maturing
process. If you look at young
girls playing, it's often in imita-
tion of being adults - playing
house and all that. Whereas men
spend a lot of their leisure time
doing what they did as children
and getting away with it. I mean,
you wouldn't want to speak to a
woman who still collected Barbie
dolls."
It was themes such as this
which Homby went on to devel-
op in his subsequent first novel
High Fidelity, the story of a
record shop owner who has a
problem maintaining relation-
ships. In his own words he does-
n't know whether he listens to
music because he's unhappy or
whether he's unhappy because he
listens to music.
"I actually think that book may
have been more original, where I
really had a sense that this was
something that hadn't been done
before. The original idea was to
write a romantic novel from the
male perspective. There hadn't
been a recent tradition of doing
that, it had been a preserve of
women's fiction.
But I think we're in a much
more confessional culture any-
way, partly brought about by peo-
ple like Woody Alien. The idea
that men would go to therapists is
much more socially acceptable
"now.
I speak to Homby two daysafter the screening of a BBCOmnibus profile in which
such diverse figures as Roddy
Doyle, Jo Brand and Blake
Morrison paid tribute to the emo-
tional resonance of Homby's
writing. But perhaps the most
interesting parts of the pr0-
gramme came from the one dis-
senting voice, the enfant terrible
of British fiction Will Self. He
derided Homby's work as 'wimp
fiction', books about boring
nonentities for the kind of people
who stayed in the kitchen at par-
ties. Homby's reaction is a wry
smile and a quiet but clinical put-
down.
"Well, that's a good illustration
of why people don't like Will
Self very much.
I mean if you walk into a party
and you see someone like Will
Self it's no wonder you'd want to
spend your time in the kitchen,
because they're repulsive in lots
of ways. What he doesn't get is_
that most people are wimps and
that's what an enormous number
of people are identifying with.
His comments were enormously
condescending and patronising to
the people who read my books."
Homby firmly believes that
fiction has lost its way over the
last 20 years and that people are
finding it increasingly difficult to
'find themselves' in books. The
way he sees it, they have become
completely alienated from the
process. His aim is to fill the gap
between self-consciously literary
novels and airport fiction. When I
suggest to him that his work is
essentially designed to be reader-
friendly without being trite he
agrees enthusiastically.
·70 me that's what writing's
supposed to be. I mean there are
reasons why Joyce was Joyce but
very few other writers have his
excuse. The whole point is to
communicate with people and if
your prose is opaque or alienating
then I think that you've done
something wrong. I suppose I'm
COlltinwd 011 /HIge 4
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Belladonna f Beverly Hills
FIona Me C8nn talks to celebrity journalist turned novelist, Karen Moline, about her latest novel,
and the reasons she abandoned the glamour of Hollywood to complete it
.,
Celebrity journalist turned novelist, Karen Moline, abandoned the glamour
ofHollywood to complete her latest book.
"DOYOU want me to
tell you a funny
story?" asks Karen
Moline. After forty minutes of
being entertained by this hilari-
ous, gregarious woman, I know
it'll be worth it.
"I was in Los Angeles to inter-
view Brian de Palma for the
Guardian; and I was staying at
the Bel-Age hotel on Sunset
Boulevard. I had done my very
first ever step aerobic class that
afternoon, down the street... and I
was dying. My calves, my legs,
my whole body, I was so sore. So
I was sitting there rubbing my
leg&, minding my own business,
Sean (Penn) walks in with two
other people, and they sit down
next to us... Sean and I start talk-
ing and Sean is unbelievably
charismatic... Finally he asks
"what is wrong with your legs?"
and I say "oh I did this stupid
step class and they're driving me
crazy:' He goes click [she clicks
her fingers imperiously] and the
waitress comes running over. He
says 'Get me some butter!' and
the waitress comes running out
with a plate full of butter. Then
he picks up my legs and he puts
them in his lap and he starts rub-
bing butter into my calves in the
bar of the Bel -Age!! I didn't
know what to do!"
I find it hard to believe that
this raven haired, self assured
woman sitting before me was
ever at a loss like that. Having
worked as a journalist on the
celebrity circuit for years, Karen
Moline is not the kind ofwoman
who would be fazed by fame. On
the contrary, some of her closest
friends are stars that she met
through working on the
Hollywood glamour scene.
"When you do showbusiness
stories, the people you meet are
in showbusiness. So it kind of
naturally follows that you're
going to become friends with the
people you meet at work."
Fortunately for Moline, the pe0-
ple she meets include Harvey
Keitel, Liam Neeson, Linda
f\(l;-entinO and Leonardo di
C:'.prio. "I'm friends with Harvey
Keitel. Hc's like my big brother,"
she remarks offhandedly, and
then later refers to Tim Roth as a
friend 'Yho "usually crashes in
my house when he comes to New
York!"
What has brought her to
Dublin hOWever, is publicity for
her seconC;fnovel, Belladonna, a
story of revenge that unashamed-
ly plucks it's plot from the
Alexander Dumas classic, The
Count of Monte Cristo. Moline is
refreshingly upfront about this.
"You know the whole plot comes
from the Count of Monte Cristo
and I'm happy to admit it. I'm
the first one to say that!"
She does however, defend
what may seem like a blatant lack
of originality. "Listen there are
five plots in the world. The Count
of Monte Cristo comes from
Shakespeare which comes from
the Bible which comes from God
knows where. I mean every great
plot in the world is in the Bible.
You can't improve on those sto-
ries. And the reason it's so pow-
erful and they've endured is
because they are just human
truths. So that book (The Count
of Monte Cristo) had a huge
influence on me as a child. It was
sort of 'the person without the
power gets the power and all the
money to enact the drama.' So
once I realised that I would do a
rewrite of The Count of Monte
Cristo from a female point of
view it gave me the structure I
needed so that I could sort of spin
these weird characters off from
that."
The weird characters she refers
to consist of twin eunuchs, a sex-
ually warped English lord, and
the enigmatic Belladonna of the
title. The story is narrated by one
of the twins, Tomasino, an affa-
bly self-important American -
Italian, who comes to befriend
Belladonna.
"It.took me such a long
time to figure out
Tomasino," Moline
recalls. "I needed to have a narra-
tor who Belladonna would
trusl..and who could she trust
after what happened to her? So if
I made them eunuchs then they
couldn't go after her sexually
whi~hwas her big fear." At a
retreat in Cushendall, County
Antrim, Moline spent long hours
working on the voice to tell the
story which had been batting
around her head for so many
years. "I would go on these
amazing hikes talking out
Tomasino, so there's a lot of Irish
in him...! would just pace around
the garden and up in the hills try-
ing to sum up this character, but
once I figured him out he never
shut up!"
The story he relates is of a
young girl, abducted by a secret
gentlemen's club to be the sexual
slave of whoever is willing to pay
the higliest price. Belladonna's
master is an English lord, who
imprisons her in a lonely room,
abusing her for his own depraved
desires, and treating her with
unspeakable cruelty. The idea
came from a real life experience
with English gentry.
"I went to my very first ever
stately pile party in England"
Moline recalls. "One of the lords
of the manor decided that
because I was the unescorted
Yank he was going to give me a
tour of the house. And stupid me.
I usually don't fall for lines like
that but I really wanted to see this
house. I'd never been in such an
immense country kind of man-
sion before, so he took me up the
backstairs and I realised it was
the servant's quarters. It was real-
ly dark and it was a sort of twisty
corridor and all the doors were
locked and I thought 'he could
put me in a room and lock me
there and nobody would ever find
me again.' And it was the feeling
of being in the dark in that big
house where there were all these
people elsewhere, but nobody
knew where I was, and he did not
have my best interests at heart."
There is an imperceptible
shudder. "That feeling of power-
lessness, in that kind of place,
that stayed with me. And eventu-
ally, ten years later, I turned it
into a book."
In the interim, Moline was
writing for publications including
Vogue, Harpars Bazaar,Vdblge
Voice and Premiere, meeting
celebrities and hanging out with
Hollywoods finest Why anyone
would turn from a career of hob-
nobbing with the likes of Mel
Gibson and Leonardo di Caprio
seems incomprehensible, but
Moline disagrees.
"T ~e problem ~ found
IS I was gettmg very
bored. When you're
on the circuit in America, you're
interviewing the same people at
least once a year. Every time they
have a new film or project come
out they'll do the circuit again.
It's in their contract, they have to
talk to the press, much as they
hate it. So I found I was having
to plagarise myself because they
weren't interesting the first time
so you'd try to spin out an inter-
esting story, and then you realise
thc second time they're saying
the exact same thing they said to
you the year before." With one
wave of her hand, Moline dis-
misses the screen idols and
celebrities most people dream
about getting close to as "boring
ding dongs who happen to be
lucky and have a talent for act-
ing".
Having turned to writing to get
away from it all, she clearly has
no regrets. "I really really was
bored and that's what inspired me
to write my first book." Now that
the second is completed, Moline
is working on her third. "The
book is called Game Over You
W'm" she explains, and is still
very much'a work in progress.
"It's getting there!"she
announces, "and I'm going to
rent a house out I think in France
for part of the fall. Just so I can
get away and hike. When I'm
hiking I talk to myself a lot and
get ideas for my writing." If talk-
ing leads to writing for Karen
Moline, then this is going to be
one prolific author. After an
entertaining hour-long interview,
she pauses for breath. "I do talk a
1«... she admits. "So I hope I did-
n'Ualk too much!" I can't help
wODdering how Sean Penn would
anawerthat
'UItuIo,,,..' by Ktu'ell MolbN
Ispllblished by LiJIJe BI'OWII
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Entertaining the· masses
Andrew Lyndt talks to Carlo Gebler, a writer who is not ashamed
to give his readers a good time
Graham Greene famouslydivided up his books intoserious works and what
he liked to call 'entertainments'.
But as far as the Irish writer
Carlo Gebler is concerned, the
latter term is the highest compli-
ment you could pay him.
"I'd be happy to desCribe my
books as entertainments but that
doesn't mean it has to be all hap- .
piness and joy," says this well-
built, opinionated man with a
sharp sense of humour. "It's often
USed as a ~ord to conjure up the
WOrst kind of popular culture.
But for me it means the feeling of
being completely engaged in
something. The greatest novels
have that effect; they cast a spell
OVer you. I think that's a fantastic
feeling and that's what I want to
do for others."
Gebler's new novel How To
MUrder A Man (his seventh)
·tneets the description perfectly.
Set in Co. Monaghan in 18S4 it
revolves around a land agent
Thomas French, a man with a
flair for settling land disputes. He
arouses the fury of the local
Ribbonmen when he offers to pay
tenants in arrears five times their
annual rent if they leave their
land. The Ribbonmen (who are a
P8rtieularly savage lot) perceive
this as an attempt to undermine
--
the tenant rights movement and
they plot to assassinate French.
The gripping story which unfolds
involves a large number of vio-
lent and bloody incidents.
Gebler got the idea for the
book from a memoir Realities of
Irish Life written by William
Steuart Trench in 1868.
"I'd read this book as a boy
and forgotten about it, but when I
re-discovered it I thought it was
such a good plot that I'd have to
steal it. But most of the book is
my own invention - the essential
thing that I wanted to write about
was the idea of being sentenced
to death and how a man might
react to that."
Although French acts bravely
throughout the book, Gebler did
not see him as a heroic figure.
"He might be brave but he's
also extremely foolish. Actually
this book is an attempt on my
part to write a tragedy based on
the Greek model. All fiction
stems from Greek drama anyway.
Without consciously thinking
about it the story reflects the
echanism of Sophocles, where
the central character is doomed to
disaster no matter what he does,
because fate is against him."
Gebler is the son ofauthors
Edna O'Brien and Emest Gebler
but he is anxious to be seen as an
independent writer and indeed his
work is highly individual. He
writes prose of an unusually cine-
matic character, presumably
influenced by his training at the
National Film School in London.
"If I could get estate agents to
show me around other people's
houses, preferably looking
through their drawers, I would,"
he laughs. "I always use lots of
details to create a 'sense of place."
Even when he's describing
horrific acts of violence, the tone
remains dispassionate. There is
always a strong sense of detach-
ment and emotional distance.
"Most violence in art is slick
and painless because we spend
most of our time with the person
who does it and not with the vic-
tim. But I want to get the reader
to look at this unblinkingly and
think 'This is what it is to take
life. ,,,
Gebler has been extremely
prolific of late with both a new
collection of short stories W9 out
and a new version of Strindberg's
Dance OfDeath recently opened
on the London stage. But he is
highly disillusioned with the way
in which books are marketed
today.
"In the last century there was
no division between popular and
literary succ~s. Dickens, for
instance, was hugely popular with
the masses. But capitalism has to
create niches and so now we've
got a books world which is split
up into what critics call literary
fiction and the rest - popular fic-
tion with no intellectual kudos."
He is also writer. in residence
at Maghaberry Prison in Co.
Antrim. I ask if this has given
him a greater understanding of
what it is to be a criminal.
"Well above all else it's given
me a steely determination never
to go to prison because it's so
awful in there. It's also convinced
me that artists should '"not be in
ivory towers, that we should get
our hands dirty from time to time.
But most importantly, I get to
work with people whO are inter-
ested in telling stories:And I've
found that telling a story has a
profound psychological effect on
the psyche. It helps people to
grow up, to mature."
A grandiose claim? Possibly,
but How To Murder A Man
demonstrates that as a storyteller
Gebler has few superiors and few
writers would be more~
of a mass audience. ~
~How To Murder A Ma' is
published by Little Brow"
.................................................
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venom, there is plenty ofhumour
in the book. There's a great
descriptioJl of the Dublin street
seller Hector Grey and best ofall
an account of the booklet issued .
by the government on what to do
ifa nuclear bomb was dropped. It
contained such useful advice as
"Turn your back to the flash...
Another Country inevitably
invites comparisons with Hugb
Leonard's classic Home Before
Night, although K.en'igan's writ-
ing is far more prosaic than
Leonard's and also more polemi-
cal. Although it!! stnJcture occa-
sionally feels a little 81'bitraly, the
book is a highly compelling and
valuable one. For older readers it
will evoke D1tIId1es and idcmifi,
cation; for younger ones it is a
sobering education in what tbinp
were like not 1IO very long ago.
achieved independence, th~ was
a lot of dubious emotional bag-
gage and a ruthless insistence on .
the promotion of the national
games and language. The church,
together with the politicians, civil
servants and the comfortable
classes were involved in a joint
enterprise to make the country as
self-sufficient as possible. Social
expectations were low and noth-
ing went to waste. Some of the
book's most moving passages are
based on the pathos of the hard-
ship K.errigan's relatives had to
endure.
But as the book describes, the
arrival of television changed
everything. Although RTE sub-
scn'bed to the dominant Catholic
ethos it now ha4 to compete with
images ofAmerica. And the chil-
dren ofKerrigan's generation
reacted against the barrenness of
their surroundings.
Despite Kcrrigan's trademadc
Dublin a dreary city. There is an
awful lot about the Church in this
book and the tone is almost
always bitter and accusatory.
Children, as he repeatedly illus-
trates were perpetually filled with
guilt and deference. When you
did something bad you were
called 'bold' which as Kerrigan
points out is a telling choice of
word.
He retains a strong sense of
anger at the manner in which the
Church controlled people's mind-
sets in school and at home. And
he has some harsh words to say
about the censorship which the
Catholic hierarchy enco1JI8!ed.
But he also mentions a number of
decent clergymen and teachers
who showed him kindness at var-
ious points in his life.
1950's Ireland was dominated
by what Kerrigan labels a ''tree-
house political"culture." In a
country which had only recently
ting your hair cut, schoolbooks,
food, slang, and comics.
Nevertheless this is a largely
acerbic book for Kerrigan strong-
Iy believes that he grew up in a
stagnant culture which made
by Gene Kerrigan
Another Country
·A;a reporter with Magill
and the Sunday
'ndependent Gene
kenigan has established himself
as one of Ireland's finest inves-
tigative journalists. Ib this, his
first overtly personal book, he
lives an episodic but evocative
ICcount ofhis childhood in Cabra
West in the 50's and early 60's.
kerrigan is well qualified to
1Vrite such a book. He can recall
the mindset of the child wen, and
the way in which kids struggle to
Illake lICDSC ofthe adult world.
lie is brilliant at describing the
IIlinutiac of Dublin life and there
are -.ay great pusages on get-
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he hand of Bibi
As people north and south of the border prepare to vote next week on the Northern Ireland peace agreement
Eoln Hennlgan looks at how things went wrong for that other perennial hot spot, the Middle East
T HREE years ago it lookedas though there were bet-ter prospects for peace
between Israel and the
Palestinians than in the north of
this island, yet with a single gun-
shot the whole process unraveled.
How times have changed. As
the LVF, Continuity IRA and the
INLA do their best to destroy the
Good Friday agreement, it seems
the North now has a better
chance of peace.
The 4th of November 1995
was a bleak day in the history of
the Middle East peace process.
After addressing a half million
Israelis at a peace rally at Knigs
Sqaure in Tel Aviv, Labour Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin was shot
by an extremist Jewish gunman
as he left the podium. As news
reports came in it was not imme-
diately apparent that the shot was
fatal.
After learning of his death the
next morning, I was discussing it
with two Arab colleagues who
were sharply divided about what
it meant.
One, a Palestinian, was glad he
was assassinated, remembering
Rabin's role in 1967's Six Day
War when he was the hardline
leader of Israel's army. The other,
a Syrian, lamented that it was
likely that the hardline Likud
party would return to power in
NICK HORNBY
Continuedfrom page 1
lucky because it's not as if!
want to do anything different."
So do you think that a lot of
people read your books and
instantly think 'I could do that!'?
"Ha-ha! Yes, definitely.
Especially with Fever Pitch, you
know I've spoken to a lot of fel-
low fans who are kind of...wistful
that they didn't do it themselves.
Because they went to those
matches too and felt a lot of the
same things.
But I've been sent a lot of sim-
ilar stuff from people and a lot of
it's not very good and not pub-
lishable. Writing isn't as easy as
people think. I fmd it very diffi-
cult to get much done over the
course of the day and it's not a
very joyous process."
A lthough Hornby's newnovel About A Boy is setin his familiar stomping
ground of north London, in other
the upcoming general election,
signaling a backward step in the
peace process.
Over the next six months we
would realise that the peace
process had effectively died with
him. As things turned out Likud
did return to power and the peace
process was effectively dead on
its feet. The new Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu makes Ian
Paisley look like Mary Poppins
and next month he will be in
office two years. But just who is
the man they call Bibi?
Bibi leads a fickle coalition of
right wing parties who believed
the peace process had gone too
far and that Palestinians had been
given too much freedom. When
Israel celebrated its 50th anniver-
respects it is something of a
departure. It concerns the rela-
tionships formed by people who
don't live in model families; Will
Freeman is a supercool thir-
tysomething who doesn't have to
work for a living.
He spends his time shopping,
watching television and pretend-
ing he has a son in order to make
himself more attractive to single
mothers. In this way he meets the
12-year-old Marcus, whose hippy
upbringing has made him a misfit
who suffers from other children
due to his lack of knowledge
about popular culture. In a fash-
ion-obsessed society, to think that
Kurt Cobain plays for
Manchester United is positively
dangerous. The unlikely relation-
ship which ensues makes for a
hugely entertaining and well-
crafted novel. But as Hornby
accepts, it seems likely that it will
be less popular than his first two
books due to the lack of a univer-
sal male-type figure.
"In this book I really tried to
sary at the beginning of this
month Palestinians were effec-
tively under house arrest in the
West Bank and Gaza. It could be
argued that as Netanyahu
attempts to achieve peace on his
on own terms, Israel has taken a
step back over 20 years to when
Likud first held power.
Netanyahu is a shrewd, sharp
political operator but even his
political skills didn't get him
NAME: BENJAMIN
NETANYAHU
WHO?: ISRAELI PRIME
MINISTER
AKA: BIBI
LIKELY TO SAY: No
SURRENDER (TO
PALESTINIANS, NOT NI
NA.TlONALISTS)
ENEMIES?: 23 ARAB
STATES AND MODERATE
ISRAELIS
elected on merit. Rabin's succes-
sor, Shimon Peres, a co-winner of
the 1994 Nobel Peace Prize, was
seen as unelectable by many
Israelis - four times he lost elec-
tions as prime minister and even
the 1996 election was seen as
unloseable. While Bibi is disliked
by many Israelis - Peres was dis-
create characters and follow them
through rather than using the bits
of my own character which I
knew were common to an awful
lot of people."
There is, I suggest, a strong
sense of redemption in his books.
His characters always manage to
get through their emotional prob-
lems.
"I think that's true, but the
redemption is always tempered
by some kind of realism or loss.
A lot of young people have told
me that they fmd the end of High
Fidelity unbearably depressing
because of the compromises that
the characters have made. I think
that's because if you're 20 you
don't think that's the way your
love life is going to work out.
And the last person talking to me
said that she couldn't bear it that
in the new book Marcus has to
give up so much of himself to
cope with people. So it's redemp-
tion at a cost."
This is a man who has allowed
a huge part of himself to be put
liked even more.
Bibi is a soundbite politician -
he tells hardliners what they want
to hear. But in 1996 he said he
would not revoke the agreements
with the Palestinians if elected - a
shrewd piece of cynical election-
eering.
When Tony Blair attempted to
kick start the peace process by
inviting both sides to London for
talks last week, Bibi laid down
the ground rules for his participa-
tion - he would not meet
Palestinian President Yasser
Arafat face to face. The two
haven't met for seven months.
The Middle East is at a cross-
roads. Israel's only real ally is the
United States and even Bill
Clinton is growing impatient with
Bibi's stalling antics. Full autono-
my for Palestine looks inevitable
but Bibi has let a good chance
slip by allowing more Jewish set-
tlements to be built in Arab areas,
thus stirring Palestinian anger
even more. It is the settlements
and army withdrawal issues
which appear to have put the
final nail in the coffin of the 1993
Oslo accord.
All over the region Arab anger
is aroused by reports of
Palestinians being killed by
Israelis and the Israeli govern-
ment flaunting its powers over
the Palestinian population with
into the public domain; it cannot
be an entirely comfortable posi-
tion to be in. On impulse I ask
him if he feels vulnerable about
revealing so much of himself in
his books.
"It's very hard, yes. It would
be much easier in a way not to be
myself. You see, all three of the
books are really about me and
what I believe in. It would be bet-
ter if there was some kind of per-
sona or that I could write things
that were not connected with me
at all."
Finally, does he regret that he
didn't make it younger?
"Definitely not," he says. "The
books are about being a fuck-up
and that's what I was for a long
time. But it's given me a greater
understanding of things, a greater
tolerance and of course, lots of
material to write about."
And that's the key to Nick
Hornby. If he'd been published at
the age of 20 he'd have saved
himself a lot of soul-searching
but he'd never have written
little regard for their rights - or
the limited self rule they were
granted under the Oslo agree-
ment.
Last year King Hussein of
Jordan (Israel's closest Arab ally)
accused Bibi of abandoning the
road to peace in a strongly word-
ed letter to the Israeli Prime
Minister.
Nothing came out of the
London meetings and it is now
quite possible that the peace
process will not get back on track
until the Labour Party returns to
power, possibly after the next
election in 2000. The new Labour
leader Ehud Barak is similar to
Rabin in that he is a former army
chief and is someone who the
Palestinians can be business with.
Yet the greatest irony of the
whole situation is that the elec-
tion process which was set up
specifically to keep Likud out of
power may yet end up keeping
Bibi as Prime Minister.
At the last election Israelis
voted directly for prime minister
for the fIrst time and Bibi was
given little chance of succeeding
but in the end won by less than
one percent of the vote. If he
turns OD the charm again and
gives Israelis what they want to
hear he could end up with anoth-
er four year term - a frightening
prospect.
books which resonate so strongly
with so many people. Sometimes
it's the quietest and least demon-
strative people who see the most.
'About A Boy' by
Nick Homby is published by
Victor GoUanc:.
EdltorlaUlayout team:
Andrew Lynch
EoIn Hennigan
Aa this is the last issue of
DX98. we would once again
like to give
special thanks to
John Kenny & Cearbhall 6
Siochliin
Letters. comments and
abuse can be sent to:
DX_980hotmail.com
or to the DIT Examiner
Editor
•Gaisce: The President's Award
Acupting th~ir Silv" Awards from Dr. Matt Hussey, Dir~ctor, Faculty ofScience, John T Murphy ofGaisu,
ar~, l-r: Carolin~ Byrn~, Swords; Etdin Moran, Kilt~rnan; FareedAhm~d ofSaudi Arabia who reuiv~d a
Bronze Award; Graham Bow~s ofInchicor~; Grdinn~Quinlan. Among th~ achiro~ents th~fiv~ w"~
awardedfor w~r~ FCA Training (Far~ed), Rock Climbing (Graham), Enterpris~ Board Soci~ty partidpation
(Etdin), Rug making (Grdin~), and School Coaching / SocialAction work (Carolin~).
ALL PICTURES: GAVIN NEWMAN
found the lost group from Queen's
University.
We run trips on average once a month,
Dave Hickey
sometimes
more often and we meet every
Wednesday night in John Gleeson's on
Camden Street from about 9 onwards.
Drop in and say hello, we are always
ready to take people caving, any excuse
will do.
Caving itself is great fun, always a bit of
cr·ic and never boring. There is a great
sense of satisfaction when you get to
that last chamber, where nobody has
been before. You are the first person
EVER to see this part of the planet; you
even get to name it. D.I:r. cavers have
discovered and named passageway in
Clare. Caves are one of the few
remaining unexplored regions of the
planet.
We can be contacted through DJ.T.
Kevin Street's SU or from our Website,
http://www.kst.dit.ie/ditlsulcavingNew
members are always welcome; you form
the basis of the club.
Caving is different, a break from the
norm. Ab go on! Give it a go.
personnel at
expect!
We are actively involved with I.c.R.O.,
the Irish Cave Rescue Organisation,
having
provided
some of
the key
the last rescue (Easter) in Clare. We had
people both above and below ground, it
was a D.LT. caver on the team that
We will be taking
as many new
members with us
as possible,
teaching the art of
rope access and the
techniques used to
enter vertical
potholes. There is
nothing quite like
a 300+ foot abseil
into a daylight
shaft, put mildly
the experience is
literally
breathtaking! To give
you an idea of the type of thing you
find at the bottom of an entrance like
that, take a look at th~e photos, taken
by Gavin Newman, a freel~ce action
photographer,
avid caver and
cave diver. I
think you'll
agree that they
are not quite
what you'd
expect a cave
to be like.
Membership
of D.LT.
Caving Club is
open to all
staff, students
and alumni of
the DJ.T., all
levels of caving
are catered for
and training
and equipment
is provided by the club. Ifyou're curious
as to what it's all about, give it a go. You
can't judge for yourself until you have
tried it, you'll find it's not what you
The D.LT. has a new arrival on the
clubs' scene; the Caving Club is here.
We were established in March this year
as an official D.LT. Club but we've
been around for a while (five years to be
precise) in the shape of
I<evin Street Caving
Club. We were a local
club in name only,
having taken staff and
Students from Bolton
Street and Aungier Street
On several trips.
last year we had our first
foreign trip, spending
two weeks exploring
Underground France.
This August we are going
back to finish what we
Started, we're going to
the Catacombs beneath
Paris, then on to
Vercours and Les Grands
Causes, we'll renew some
old friendships on the way
and we are bound to make many more
as We descend into the depths of the
SUbterranean world!
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Bolton St Clubs and Societies Presentation Night
Held on Thursday 30 April in Strike Four, the second time-out for the Presentation Night went off like a firecracker with food, drink and
prizes on the go as well as the salubrious presentation of the exclusive (only 75 in existence) Bolton Bears tops. Buses later took party-
revellers onward to The Court in Harcourt St for the continuation of yet another extravaganza spectacular.
.. ... ..
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Clockwise from top left: Clodagh Barry ofDlTSailing
receives the Guinness Individual AchievementAwardfrom
Philip Mangan ofGuinness Ireland; mother to all away
from home, Maura receives a case ofwinefor all her time
from C 6-S Officer Graham 0 'Sullivan (wine cleverly not
picturedfor security reasons); Paul Burke (Badminton),
Ruth Buggie (Karting) and Conor Murray (Swimming)
laugh it up; Barry Enright and Craig Adamson from Irish
Times Top Overall Club, Rugby, with IT man Jack
Pidgeon and Graham; Bank ofIreland Top Club, Ladies
Soccer representatives, Eimear andAlice, accepting their
trophyfrom Mall 0 'Kennedy ofBoI; the guy who won the
awardfor happiestface; members ofthe Architecture
Students' Association, winners ofthe AlB Top Club prize.
OUTLOOK NOT GOOD FOR IRISH INTERNATIONAL RUGBY
writes Kevin 0 'BraJy
In 1994 - as this year - Ireland's last
game of the Five Nations
Championship was against England
at Twickenham. Ireland at that stage
had a single point from a draw (6-6)
with Scotland at Lansdowne Road.
Everything suggested that England
would have an easy win. Instead,
following one of the most
consummate and quasi-professional
performances (no Irish player was
officially paid in those days)
produced by an Irish rugby tcam -
including highly effective tackling -
Ireland achieved an unlikely 13-12
win. Not so this year.
After England's early first try, Ireland
never really looked like being able to
win. Immediately after the game,
Keith Wood told RTE's Jim Sherwin
that there was much to be positive
about and much upon which to
build for the future. Frankly, it is
difficult to know what. A few
moments earlier, David Corkcry had
sung the praises of Warren Gatland,
and said: "He's a good coach". No
doubt Galwegians and Connacht
rugby clubs would agree: Gatland
has had considerable coaching
success with both of them. Ifso, the
problem at national level is simply
that Gatland's players have not yet
had the full benefit of his All-Black
expertise.
The statistics from the game against
England show that Ireland enjoyed
territorial advantage and that they
made one handling error fewer than
England - seven as against eight.
But those statistics are largely
meaningless if the game is not won.
David Hickie's opportunist try - and
that against France - made good
viewing, but Ireland should not have
to rely on passing errors by the
op.position for the opportunity to
score.
When Warren Gatland was
appointed Irish national coach, on
24 February this
year, he said: "I
am delighted to
have been
offered this
opportunity...I
am well
familiar with
the Irish rugby
"scene.
Shtm7UJ" coach, PIlt MIImIJ, Despite the
who stnmJhis siJe III thnr three defeats
finmh~A/J-/rrlaJ since Gatland's
LeAgw uiaDrJ. CMJtJstnMtnII •
IiJM him be ctnISiJnwJftw tIN appo10tment,
1IIItiMudjolY. the IRFU have
shown their
confidence in his ability by retaining
him as coach at least until the first
season of the new Six Nations
Championship in 2000, in which
case his tenure will also include the
next World Cup. The resignation of
Pat Whelan, for "personal and
business· reasons, mayor may not
tdl us something about his own
views on Gatland's position; either
way, it will only have any impact on
Ireland's chances of future success
according to whether it was ever true
that Whelan had too many
differences of opinion with his
coaches.
The will of Irish rugby teams to win
mayor may not be in doubt,
whoever is on the field. But unless
there are radical improvements to
overall tcam attitude (perhaps akin
to that of Gatland's own country)
and to the style of play - again akin
to the All-Blacks: more running and
less emphasis on routing possession
back into loose rucks would be a
positive start - we can surdy expect
little success in the World Cup, and
no better than sixth position -
instead of fifth - when the Italians
show what they can do in the new
Six Nations Championship. There
are Latin lessons ahead.
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Daniel King Interviewed
Daniel King learnt the moves whenhe was five, the chess board being
one of the battle grounds on which he
fought his older brother tooth and
nail. His learning background in
Britain was rooted more in weekend
tournaments than in schools, and by
the age of 12 he was playing
international competitions. He lapped
every opportunity up until, at the age
of 15, he represented England in
Belgium at international level, an
experience he loved, and one he never
looked back from.
Did it then transpire at the age of
sixteen or seventeen that he was a league
above the best of the rest in Britain?
Not so.
"That's how I became reasonably
strong! Because there is incredible
competition in England. Somehow in
the last fifteen to twenty years we have
grown into one of the strongest chess
playing nations in the world, from
almost nothing."
What does he put it down to?
"Large population, concentrated, a few
people really
encouraging
the game.
Somehow, a
lot of people
got very
good. Okay,
I'm a
Grandmaster, but
there are 25 others, and for one country
that is very good.»
He has already written ten books on the
subject of chess. Why so few?
"Well I have to earn a living! But the
game is developing the whole time,
ideas are developing. Its not something
that's static, its like a language that
keeps on growing. Its interesting to
study ideas.»
Surely the game is hemmed in by the
fact that you only have 64 squares to
play with?
"Not at all, its virtually unlimited. I
mean its been going since about the
fourth or fifth century AD where its
been traced back to somewhere in
India. In the Arabic Golden Period in
tenth century Arabia they were MAD
on chess, they were great
mathematicians and somehow it fitted.
In Renaissance times in Europe it
became very popular. So people studied
it through the ages and YET it has not
been exhausted."
Most of that development would have
come from the human brain, but,
having written a book on Kasparov-
Deep Blue: The Ultimate Man v
Machine Challenge, he is amply
qualified to assess the significance of
artificial intelligence on the game.
"It depends which group of players
you're talking about. For professionals,
computers have had a profound effect
on the game. They allow you to check
you're analysis. They're not great for
coming up with fantastic,
fundamentally new ideas. In certain
ways you can direct them if you know
how to use them properly. Its possible
to research and resource games very
easily and very quickly. So you can find
an idea that was played in 1888 or
something." So they dispense with
time-consuming book libraries. They
are more helpful as databases rather
than as playing tools.
And IBM's super-computer, Deep Blue?
"Deep Blue is interesting because it
approaches the game in a different way
- its not-human.» He equates it with
the bird-aeroplane scenario: in order to
try and emulate bird-flight, man has
come up with a very successful way of
getting off the ground, but also a way
which does not come near to capturing
the nature, beauty and originality of the
real thing.
With the increased globalisation of the
game (the number two player in the
world is an Indian, V15hni Annand, and
the sleeping giant of China, which .has
had its own version of the board game
for a long time, is awakening to its non-
Chinese equivalent) and the
decentralisation from former mecca,
Moscow, Daniel King envisages
anything but a stalemate for the
progression of the game.
Clockwise from top left: Ray Byrne under
pressure at the last hurdle as the viewing
contingent move in for a better look; Lynchpin
vs Kingpin or Trying to Lynch the Champ;
People-sized speed chess, during a, er,
mysterious fog inside Gleeson Hall; Eric
Bennett ofSallynoggin thought it was a Speed
Cheese and Wme reception and got stuck into
the fruit-juice -- he still gave Daniel King a run
for his money despite being half-hammered; 12
year old Simon Jeffiues makes notes during the
closing stages of his contest; King versus the
rest.
Sour: you're
never going to
win•••
•
King Pawn is a
Sweet and Sour
Source
Sweet: you get to
play him
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Art giving away two tick~ts to Girls Against
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Sac 16 May GIm Bmdy (DJ Wool), J«Mc:HuP (JDorioibIc
Annia), s..p- MuIbaII (PuooyiIoc Recorda)
S. 23 May Johnnr Mor, Joe McHaF. Stq>hcn MuIW
Sac 30 May Jama UavdJc (Mo'Wa) JohnnyMay (irdIux)
S. 13J... £>avid HaIma (Go! Ilea)
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charged @Kitchen
Thu 21 MayAdam Bcycr + Billy Scurry
Thu 28 MayAndmr WeatbcraI.I + Billy Scurry
u 4Jun Space DJI+ BDIy Scuny
Thu 11 Jun Mark Farina (s... Francisco) + Billy Scurry
Thu 18 Jun Johnny M." + Billy Scurry
Thu 25 Jun Billy Scurry
Thu 2 Jut Nick Holder + Billy Scurry
Sat 30 May Darrcn Emenon (Underworld)
Billy Scurry (Owpd)
Sar 13 Jun Dmd Holmes and
JlJItin Roberuon(Lionrock)
Sar 27 Jun Surprise Guests
Sar 4 Jut Vapour Tour '98
FrilOJut Pbnamanl~
Sar 18 Jut The End
Sar I Aug Davicl Holma
Sat 15 Aug One CJarb, and Space DJI
James Murphy
Heineken Green Energy Weekend
Kola Faker, Dublin Castle, Sun 3 May
Clearly just anomer day at work for Crispy
and the boys, but they may soon find
themselves seeking alternative gainful .
employment if their approach and the!r
receJ?~on in Dublin Castle on May 3 IS
anything to go by. A half-assed 'show'
before a half-capacity crowd who bounced a
bit up the front but who weren't too
bothered one way or another. Certainly. no
Kula Quaker evident as even numbers like
Hey Dude fell far shon of their potential.
Mind-bogglingly dull, one wonders why the
Shakers bother at all if its too boring for
them to even look like they enjoy it.
find o£the week
DJ Sneak & Jnr Sanchez Redbox Fri 3 Apr
Influx
Rainy, wet and windy are the only words to
describe the weather on the night, causing a lot
of people to stay indoors and away from the
Redbox. Stupid people! Although it was pouring
outside, it failed to dampen the spirits of these
clubbers. Walking through the door, those Baser
Chicago House beats penerrated the chest at a
level that could only be damaging to the ears.
Sanchez was up first playing some eclectic NOes.
Keeping it real and 100% Chicago, he played
familiar NOes; DJ Sneak's 'Sneak's a Freak', Da
Mad Bomben' 'Da Slut', and the best known
Sneak track, 'You Can't Hide from Your Bud'.
The initially sparse crowd were loving it up as
Sanchez saw fit to stare waving to the crowd
while mixing, giving a more personal edge to his
set. The night continued with the familiar beats
until out to the DJ box came DJ Sneak looking
particularly casual and relaxed. The crowd
erupted for the man of the moment, even
though he hadn't touched the Decks.
At 12:30 Sneak took the Wheel and drove the
crowd wild from there on in. Out of the blue
came a stormer of a tune!! What was it?? Sneak's
Mongoloids from Space mix of Daft Punk's
'Burnin'. The roar could have been heard for
miles if the roof wasn't restricting it. As Sanchez
stayed alongside his buddy, Sneak got it really
goin. He mixed as though he came from the
womb with a silver Technics turntable in his
mouth.
He continued to hold the crowd in his groove,
waiting for the perfect moment to funk it up.
Sneak continued until 3 and finished the set
with a Green Velvet mix ofHBO's 'Satisfied'.
Flanging, reverb, delays, samples - you name it,
this man put it through the blender for that
liquid mix so many Djs strive for. As the night
drew to a close and people said their goodbyes
Sneak and Sanchez joined the crowd to pay
respect and sign autographs.
There are so many nights in Dublin and across
the country where international Djs will play the
club nights for a huge fee, and play a shit set at
the end of it all, but not these guys. What an
amazing night! All courtesy of the boys at Influx.
Cheers. Keep up the excellent clubs.
Austin, Texas's finest Bluegrass
'Psychos', the Bad Livers, who
sing about Pulu Grub, Horses in
the Mines, and about being High,
Lonesome, Dead and Gone
Spring Hill Jack
Rephlex Records
Dark Angelo
Cylobl Mike
DredlJones and the
DMXCrew
PURE
Mass Dl
Andy Weamerall
Ala Patterson
Ultramack ~ Music Centre
May 26 Come (Domino Rea)
Jubilee Allstars
Shellac I Pet Lamb
NoMeansNo
Fri 29 May
Fri 5 June
Fri 12 June
Fri 19 June
Fri 15 May
Fri 22 May
~un 8
Sep 19
Ultramack
PhunkCity ~ the funnel bar.
dty quay
Th, mighty Mark KAvanagh: tkstTTltfi oftht
prais~for his Club Mix r,lease in April
gIgs
be the track of the disc, but certainly Cheese
Fourtracks and Zilch (Darkage 6- Laser/est)
are both good too.
Bad Manners came on after a lengthy delay to a
very packed, good humoured crowd, something
of a fixture at Bad Manners' gigs over the years.
Kicking energetically into a set which contained
such early classics as Echo 4-2, Inn,r London
Violmc" Lorraint and Sp,dal Brt'W. The crowd
laughed, danced, drank, laughed and danced
some more. After over an hour of energetic ska
and with the crowd already soaking, Buster
Bad Manners, Mean Fiddler, Sat 11 April
Godsy
helped everyone cool down with plenty of water,
including a bin of the stuff. Winding up with
the Can-Can and Lip Up Fatty the band
screeched to a halt with the crowd baying for
more. Definitely the best of the 80s 2-tone ska
era in my opinion, Bad Manners provide a great
night out for anyone who likes to dance.
Page & Plant
Walking into Clarksdale
Mercury Recorda
Patrick Henry
If you want to know what to expect from this
album, just look at the inlay card photo of the
ageing duo. It's your basic rock meets die hard
pensioners sound, balancing on the zimmerframe
of past glory.
The album opens with "Shining in the Light"
which is best described as limited, tedious and
unimaginative. This is followed by "When the
World was Young" which is essentially Page and
Plant do Queen while dreaming of their youth.
It is at this point that Robert Plant's voice
becomes irritating. For the first song, you give
him the benefit of the doubt - maybe he was
being quirky and/or hip, and/or dramatic. But
no, it's just him. To understand what he sounds
like, imagine a pensioner singing on a bike going
over cobblestones while trying to drink a glass of
water at the same time. This is a feat he is to
repeat many times, most notably on "Blue
Train." Next up comes the crowning glory of the
album, "Upon a Golden Horse." Plant croons to
the arthritic guitar of Page while Mr. Lynton
Naiff provides the string arrangements. A
defintite douze points. This has Eurovision hit
written all over it. On we limp through "Blue
Train" and "Please Read the Letter", both
tasteless pieces of drivel. "Most High" is the
multicultural, oriental token gesture for the
equaliry board, while "Heart in your Hand"
could be in the next David Lynch fIlm. The title
track is cheap imitation foot-tapping scuff.
Plant's voice sounds like he's been crossed with
Bjork while Mr. Page does his best to show us
he's not lost it yet, hmmm.
"Burning Up" is probably the most enjoyable
track on the album but again is destroyed by
Plant's voice. So what of it? Trite, contrived, and
strained. If you're alteady a fan of Page and
Plant, then buy this - it will be exactly what
you expect - mundane, formulaic stuff, not
completely useless, but far from good.
new releases
the hormones release their third single, don't let
thmz ga you down , a very tasry piece of pop pie
with three other tracks on the disk to suppon it.
What's great about the hotmones or the man
behind their wires, Marc CaroB, is his
willingness to diversify. Three of the four tracks
here encompass three different musical genres.
What bugs, though, is his apparent binerness
and disillusionment, particularly at this his rime
of relative prosperity and recognition...Guy
Chadwick, fonnerly premier dude with House of
Love has released the second single from his
debut album, "Lazy, Sofr & Slow". Four NOes
on the disG, including lead track y",,'v, Rtally
Got a Hold On M, are quire convincing,
particularly no.2, Qu,stionnaiu...up next are
Addict on Big Cat(same as Grandaddy)N2 with,
as the blurb nails it, 0noisy guitars, smart words
and spiky sonic storms' with their single Monstn'
Side, which is fairly good, but I get the
impression that they can't write about anything
that isn't urrerly depressing...Of major interest
is the work of London-based (souls in Nashville)
trio, Scorr 4, (named after Scon Walker's er,
fourth record) whose .album, Recorded in State
LP pushes the boundaries identified this
generation by Beck, tripped futher out on by
Grandaddy (who were to be marvelled at when
. supponing the Super Furry Animals last wrek in
the Olympia) and harangued by Alabama 3.
The single, Your f(jngdOm to Dust, may just
}8
conversational cHAos -- the. SONIC BIONIC interview
THE MITCHENERS·
-n..~will. thint daat it would be orpniIed' such
we could reIcue a quality video. CD .in a
cleceat jacbt. the whole dUng dove-taiJed to piIlCbge.
"I did jump out of that plane. It was
incredible, really powerful. It was
wicked."
The vintage auto in the video was a
Model T Ford. Did you get to drive
that around?
"I did. It was like a petrol lawn-
mower, but not as fast, and it only
went backwards and forwards. But
that's the great thing about doing
videos, you can do things that you
don't have the time or the money to
do and scam the record company
into paying for it. We're trying to do
the next one as two weeks on a
beach in Bali speeded up." More
torrential laughter from the March
one.
Your DJing sets in the Heavenly
Social - good goof?
"If someone says 'Do you want to
come to our niteclub and play your
favourite records while we buy you
beer and give you a couple of
hundred pounds at the end of the
night..." OK. So the question was
dumber than a plate of beans.
When's the next Bentley release?
"Soon, hopefully. We finished
touring two months ago - we were
all around the world twice in the
past twelve months, but now we're
building a studio, in Birmingham."
The fITSt thing to come out of this
studio in Birmingham are three
massive letters [apparently everyone
got busy with power tools and the
music side of things got forgot] - a
B, an R, and an A. We go down and
look at them; unlit they look pretty
good. Later during the gig, 1 realise
why he's so impressed, though he is
careful not to stand under them, as
they weigh rather a lot, apparently.
This is your third time in Ireland
since S1IJIUDCI' 97 - do we treat you
real nice here?
"You keep asking us, we'll keep
coming! And we like the Olympia
[BRA were The Charlatans' support
in February(ish) this year in the
venue], its a great gig, especially
from up on stage, you've got all that
character to look out at." Finally, 1
do the old gun-silencer routine, get
him to fire off his version and its all
there on tape for posterity. Nice
bloke that March one.
............ Oublia'. finest ladepcodenr record
...... tpeciaIiaeo in AIte....tive. RDck, hldie, Punk,
I~ ond 011 rhooe _Jrd 1llt1e opec:dIities wicbouc
whlc:h "" record collection wauId be COIIIpIete. M..
our stoclt is lI98lIlIbI" on VL'IIYL u ...... CD.
And now. ;- to .....e chi••-.. euier for our CIII-
camen, _ have Ia""ched all GJHinemail onIerac.
Joaue.
Bentley Rhythm Ace are ex-Pop
Will Eat Itself
bassist Richard
March, and
former road
layer Mike
Stokes.
Together they
make sweet,
sweet music.
They are,
however, quite punctually
challenged, and after 50 minutes of
delay, Mr March finally came down
to meet Mr ChaOs, as it happens, an
erstwhile Poppie fan. Not wanting,
however, to dredge up what might
have been mucky memories, ChaOS
decided to skip as briefly as he could
over said topic. It is worth noting at
this juncture that Mr March was
rather mashed, too.
Bentley Rhythm Ace, like PWEI
once were, are represented by
Chapter 22 Records. There are
striking similarities between certain
samples/sounds/noises/burps used
by PWEI and same as utilised on the
Ace's recording, BRA. Did you raid
the archives in Chapter 22?
"What for?" say the March man
quietly.
Say, the drum track from Dr
.Nightmare's Medicine Time, or
Cicciollina, fonner Poppie staples?
"No, no." Right. Leave it. Move on.
Do you have a favourite
sample/sound/noise/bang on BRA?
"No." Hurry. Move. Have you found
the guy responsible for putting the
born in the born born diddleye born?
"Yeah, that was Rankin' Roger. It
was an excuse to get out of the
'ouse. Which is what all recording
.,ils down to really isn't it? I don't
know about women who make
music, but all the men I know do it
as lID excuse to get away from their
girlfriends." Big, infectious laughter
from the quiet March man.
The video for Bentley's Gonna Sort
You Out contains parachuti g
scenes, where, in fine Penelope
Pitstop-stylee, the Bentley's are
being chased by evil villains: in the
plane, on the ground, and also flying
through the air. Did you jump out of
that plane?
'nos IS IllEl.AI"O'S l'IRST ANDONLY ON-
MAIL ORDER SIT!! PECIAUSlNG IN 1HJl
LEFT·F1ELDIINDEPE."I/DENT/ALTERNATIVE
END OF MUSIC.
FOR THE LATEST REL£ASES, LIMITED EDI-
TIONS AJ,m ALL THOSE HAJU) TO GET SPE-
CIALITIES.
IPYOL 00 'TSIill WHAT YOU WANT ASXI!!
CHRCK IT OUT AT:
WWW.GROQV.IEJBOAD
.-_i1,~.le
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•In an exclusive interview with
the DITExaminer, Adrian
Traynor, guitarist with
Dublin band Sack, tells Leah
Henry where it all began to
slew arseways for him.
aggression that's lurking in the music.
He's influenced by punk and gangsta
rap and it does sometimes come
through in his bass playing - if it's given
a chance to come through."
SACKED?
•
At the time ofgoing to ptint tIN DITEJut",iMr 1wI1carnt that
Sack', bassist. Derck Lee had left the band. having waIkcd out
of. practice scuion.
the bands."
Maybe the live band scene in Dublin
just isn't providing the bands?
"That could be true. In comparison to
bands from the North for instance, I
think bands up there have an awful lot
more to complain about or maybe
they're just harder. I think within the
South, the music is a lot more bland.
They don't look at issues that would
concern everybody. I think they're
wrapped up in this whole, 'we're
musicians and we're going to write
music-jU5t to please ourselves' thing."
Even SACK's recent nomination for
best new album (Butterfly Effect), in
the 1998 Heineken Hot Press Rock
Awards, is not enough to make Adrian
less disillusioned with the whole
business:
"The nomination didn't mean an awful
lot, because if you look at the other
bands and the other categories there,
they were just as low-key as us. To be
honest I was really embarrassed to be
there. Who the fuck is Nick Kelly
anyway? It's a sad industry if they get
the likes of SACK and iek Kel1y to
win these awards. At one point, I was
standing there looking around at all the
people that were there and I was
thinking to myself, who the fuck are
you and who are you. I mean, I've never
seen you before and you're all at this
music thing and like, that's kind of
pathetic. I also got embarrassed myself
by exactly the same thing. I knew that
people were looking at me going, well,
who's he and what does he do and why
is he here."
If you are so unhappy with the business
and obviously so dissatisfied within the
band itself, why don't you just leave and
find your own way of making that
bridge between the guitar orientated
side of the music and the technology
side?
"Well, it's opening doors for me
through Shane and Brian from Dirt
Records. It's more of a convenience at
the moment."
If you do decide to go it on your own,
when will you know you've made it?
"I don't think making it is the big issue
with me. I will be. happy enough
maki\lg the m usic that.I feel other
people should be hearing. I'm never,
ever satisfied with anything I've done
musically. Music is always changing and
there's always so much more to explore
within music. So, no, you never really
make it. Fair enough, you might make
lots of money if you're good, but that
just sort of enables you to do what you
really want to do."
singer. We're doing more sample based
music, still using guitars and we have
plans of taking it out onto a live-set
with a bass player and drummer. But we
will be using samples and we will be
using computers.
It's very hard,
heavy sort of
music. Very
cutting."
What do the rest
T""'''''''~-.III!I!'''' of SACK think of
this work on the
side?
"Well they know
about it to an
extent. But
because they're
ignorant, they
don't think that
anything at all
will come out of
it. It's just like, oh
he's just messing
around, working with other people.
They think that the likes of techno
music and the lik~ of what I listen to is
pathetic. They don't understand how
people can go into a club or a rave and
get off on that type of music because
they're past it now. They're still stuck in
the times of where you go to a gig and
you basically have a good time and your
ears hurt whenever you come out type
thing. They don't underst:rnd the
culture of the music that is breeding
now at the minute."
You can't deny though that SACK have
been building up quite a large following
over the past number ofyears:
"Yeah well we have a gay fanbase. I
think a lot of people like to come and
see Martin perform. He has a very
unique. performance. I think our
following ranges from the 25-40 type
mark, because it's a slightly more
intelligent~ of pop band. Some of
the lyrics would fit that generation of
losers. We were once described as a
bachelor pad pop band, that's horrible
isn't it?
SACK's music is ,not the only thing that
Adrian has become disillusioned with
since joining the band a year and a half
ago:
"Everybody knows nowadays that the
whole music business is about crooks
and people wanting to make money.
The bands are the last people to make
money. First of all, the venues aren't
there, and the people who own the
venues are bastards. They don't give the
bands enough of a chance and the
bands make very little money out of
what they're trying to do. The likes of
Whelan's and the Temple Bar Music
Centre get the money. They are the
business men and they don't care about
The Dublin based five-piece have been '
on the scene for the past seven years. In
all this time, two albums and four
singles are the sum total of their musical
contribution. Might it be time for
SACK to call it a day?
"No, I think SACK will always
continue to make records. I think John
might find someone that he likes and
he'll want to make their perfect album.
Yeah, John will always keep on writing
music, it's what he loves to do."
Is it just musical differences that are
causing this rift or is it down to a more
personal level of disagreement?
"We get on well, but I think it's kind of
false. I get on with John and Tony
(Brereton, drummer) because I know I
have to for the band's sake. John wants
to write his favourite David Bowie
album next. He wants to use the rest of
the band members as his servants
basically. I feel that SACK will turn into
the John Brereton Experience. I think
he finds it hard to try out other people's
ideas. If he doesn't think of it, then he
thinks it's crap."
Is the problem for you then, that you
don't feel part of the band?
"The thing is, I'm in a band and' a band
in my terminology is a group .of people,
a band of people and they all have input
into the music that they make, as a
band, you know. I haven't been allowed
to do that."
What is it then that you feel you're not
being allowed to put into the band?
''I'm into hard German techno. At the
moment, I'm experimenting with the
live-band thing, whilst using computers
and samples. I'm working with other
people now. I find it more stimulating
playing this kind of music. I'm working
with a girl called Alex Donnell, she's a
"I think SACK have already made it
as far as they're concerned. All their
mates love them in Dublin anyway. I
think they'll feel they've made it
whenever they've made the right
amount of money, and lots of it too.
Yeah, whenever they get their Top of
the Pops debut.»
One might expect this type of
statement from someone who is
obviously not a fan of SACK, or from a
member of a rival band in the Dublin
music scene. But for this to come from
SACK's guitarist, Adrian Traynor, there
must be something sadly wrong within
the band itsel£ Adrian talks openly and
frankly about his experiences in the
band, his plans for the future, and tries
to explain just where SACK have gone
wrong:
"I find that the band at the minute are a
very 80s type band. I wanted to bring it
up to the 90s and start using the
technology and equipment that is out
there now that allows you to be original,
and to come up with an identiry that
would be separate from all the other
bands in Dublin. Unfortunately, Dublin
bands like SACK can't see a way
forward with that."
Is it true to say then that this conflict is
all down to internal musical differences?
"Yeah I guess it is. For a guitar oriented
band, I think it's very light. It doesn't
cut through enough and I find that
with a lot of the bands in Dublin. It
doesn't have the edge. The music that
~ SACK produces is very much on a level
and it doesn't get beyond that level. It's
very middle of the road type stuff."
SACK's sound has been described as
very 80s Morrissey-music. Musical
influences within the band range from
the David Bowie type experimental
pop, to punk, gangster rap and hard
German techno. With such diverse
influences, it seems odd that SACK
have remained very much locked in the
80s with their sound. Surely influences
such as punk and techno should allow
the band to come up with an identity
disengaged from other guitar bands in
Dublin?
"It's unfortunate because it's really down
to John. (Brereton,guitarist) He has
somehow taken over the power to write
all the songs. His lyrics are crap! No,
John's lyrics are great. He writes about
bumblebees and things like that! So
John's influences would really be
coming from the likes of David Bowie
and Nick Cave. He's very much into
that - but he can't do it by himsel£ The
Morrissey sound comes from
Martin(McCann, singer). That's very
much his angle of the band. Derek (Lee,
bassist) on the other hand is very open-
minded. He's able to take out a huge
2Q~
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS
Andrew Lynch meets the legendary Donovan, the pop mystic
who became the Pied Piper to the Flower Power generation.
Donovan Leitch, one of
Ireland's most famous
residents, is nothing less than a
living musical and cultural
icon. In the sixties, when
frenzied audiences screamed at
the rock and roll of the Beatles
and the Rolling Stones, this
lone figure with a denim cap
and a guitar was a sensational
contrast. The quintessential
flower child, he could hold
huge audiences spellbound
with songs which had their
roots in Anglo-Celtic folklore.
He became one of Britain's
biggest international stars and
recorded a series of albums
such as Sunshine Superman
and A Gift From A Flower To
A Garden which deserve to be
regarded as lynchpin recordings
of the 1960s. History records
that the first concept albums
were not made until 1967 but
Donovan was spearheading the
use of philosophical lyrics in
pop music as early as 1965.
Some of the very first
psychedelic recordings, taken
together they epitomise
perfectly the philosophy and
style of the 'Summer ofLove'.
I meet the 51-year-old Scot on
a windy night in Whelan's on
Dublin's Wexford St. shortly
before one of his periodic .
performances. These days his
shows are notable for both
their intimate fervent
atllCosphere and their
clanonstration of the timdess
~ of~'smaterial.
la person. although the man
retains a charismatic aura
which infects all those who
IUmiund him. be' wdWbbIy
enppnc and pcnonablc.
GIowiag with IIealth aDd wdl
beiag. it is plaiD ID ICIC rt. he
ha wom far better than mosc
of Ilis contemporaries. He
ushers me into his dressing
room and lettles down to
~eminilce about his career.
.PaYing me the compliment of
ping all the way back 'to the
beginning. ,
"My 6aIbcr's name was Donald
and he wanted a aame
bepmi.with D but he dida't
ant a Scottish aame like
Dougat or Dermot. So he was
at the movies. watching a
cowboy 6lm and he saw a guy
bum into the bar and say 'OK
Donovan. draw!' because in
those films people were called
by their surnames. And he
thought 'That's itl"
When I came to make my first
record they asked me my name
and I said 'Donovan' -- they
didn't ask if it was my first or
'last name! It's always been
natural for me and my close
friends call me Don".
Born in Glasgow in 1946,
Donovan was surrounded by
music from his earliest days. "I
can remember listening under
the table to the songs people
sang at parties. This was before
radio and television got a grip
and people made their own
music and sang their own
songs. So I listened to sad
songs of leaving from the Irish
side of the family and tilting
songs from the Scottish
side."
When he was still a small
child his family relocated
to St. Alban' s in the
Home Counties, where he
first became exposed to
bohemian influences.
"I became aware of jazz
and blues, people like
Woody Guthrie, JOjln
Baez and Charlie Parker.
That's where the scene
was before rhythm and
blues. In Britain we were
on the point of merging so
many different styles
together. We had jazz clubs, art
schools, folk clubs and coffee
. Brought together they
contained the seeds of
revolution. The Beatles wore
suits in mimicry of people like
the Four Tops and the
Miracles. But you must
remember that they played in
Bohemian dubs in llierpool.
watt to art IChool and lad the
TIbcrm Book of the Dead. The
art school scene in all the
provillcial toWRS was a
c:aaI,.t.-
Donovaa bepn his career by
taking pule folk music imo the
pop market. aaaoying
traditionalim in the process.
"You wam't supposed to play
this music to pop audieaces
but I thought that was bigoccd
and small-minded. How was
the world going to change
unless the mass of youth. who
usuaRy only read cereal boxa
and liItened to aa:bariDc pop
music~ turned on to these
bohemian influcna:s?w
When Donovaa first became
famous he was labelkd.. as
Briuin's answer to Bob DyIan,
but those who listened closely
to his early songs such as the
haunting 'Catch the Wind'
would have realised that he was
less of an overt political
commentator than a poetic
romantic. His music was
characterised by seductive,
ornate arrangements which
perfectly complemented his
gentle, intimate vocals.
"Nobody compared Cliff to
Elvis, although that's really
what he was. The Stones
ripped off every black artist
they could find. But I think
friendly borrowing like that is
OK. People who write their
own material are completely
self-centred. We have to be. We
believe in ourselves more than
anything else and therefore
sometimes we look arrogant. I
wanted success but not for
money - it was the compulsion
common to all artists to create
a ritualistic service for the
public. Art is now something
that is sold but in olden times
it used to be a ceremony. The
artist provided a service, that of
heali,. The mo important
thing abour art is diat it '* a
c:adIanie c5a:.-
Throuahout the Slxrtcs
Dono¥aa WIS a fimue OD the
SW-iRlini LoadoR and LOs
A.... tc:eIleI. He bepa to
write lOap that evoked the
childlike woildcr of WUliam
"'sSonpoIl~ and
became IrincI of psychcddic
flower-power -poet. Oftea
dl'CllCCl ia owins robes. ami
beads. he became a
muntaadtural icon.
What made this period so
excitina od productive wu
that there- wa a kcea but
frieaclly competition amonpt
artists to see whO coUld cOlDC
up with the most innovative
ideas. Donovan was right in
the thick of it and he recalls
many examples of
collaboration.
"Paul McCartney came round
to my house one afternoon fi
he said that he was writing a
song but was missing some
words. So I came up with the
2
line "Sky of blue, sea of green /
In our yellow submarine."
A good friend of the Beatles,
Donovan took part in the live
TV broadcast of 'All You Need
Is Love' which linked 24
countries by global satellite, the
beginning of the
communications explosion
which today we take for
granted. He also accompanied
the Fab Four on their visit to
the Indian guru Maharishi in
1968 where he taught John
Lennon a guitar style which the
Beatles' wayward leader used
on the celebrated White
Album.
Donovan likes to tell the
story of sitting in the
Maharishi's bungalow
together with the
Beatles, Mike Love of
the Beach Boys and Mia
Farrow. "Maharishi was
sitting on the floor
cross-legged but we were
all standing around as if
we'd just arrived. There
was an embarrassed
hush in the room and to
break the silence John
Lennon walked up to
Maharishi, patted him on
the head and said quietly
~aFOdgunL'"
The pilgrimage ended in
controversy when Lennon
eventually denounced
Maharishi as a fraud but
Donovan maintains an
affection for his first Yoga
teacher. wl fed love for him in
the deep heart,W he saJS- "The
CIOIltIUVaIy was b..Ulhit.W
As the . • came to
Doaona ce8ICld ID be 1.- >C-__
in the pop chara Ht ...
.... coaciaued to wriIc
perform for those who ~ve
an to bear. TOday be lifts in
Coak with his Wik' I..ia&k Who
.. fOrmerly married to Briaa
jooes ofthe RolIiDg Stoaes. He
has maiarained a level of
~ bcakh which is adI.y
conspicuously lackinl in 10
maay of his contemporaries.
And be' .a1I m.ki.~
records. the latest beiGS the
Rick Rubia-prodnad- .a
tr'u1y braurifid.~
with amtributions from Ntgd
Kennedy, Dave Navarr-o and
others. In ia acoustic clarity it
n:caUs to mind the very best of
Donovan's early recordings.
"Sutras felt right because it
seems that people need this sort
of music more than ever. Unda
tells me that I've become a
kind of guru myself because
I'm now often asked to speak
at seminars and workshops.
She told me to sing what I've
always sung about. It's
suddenly become much more
comfortable to talk about
mystic ideas. Pure phibsophy,
like Seamus Heaney's Oxford
lectures talk about the power of
a poetic line to change people's
views of reality. That's what I
try to do."
I suggest to Donovan that his
work is essentially about saying
profound things simply; to be
childlike without being trite.
"Well, if you look at the
creative process, is it conscious
that I would write something
in a certain way?" he muses.
"Or is it automatic? I think it's
a state of mind -- looking in
wonder with clear vision.
That's got a lot to do with
meditation -- returning to the
state ofexperiencing everything
without judging it. "Any
writer's course will tell you that
to create simple words is very
difficult. I think that's my gift.
It's so important to retain
sentiment in a time of
pessimism and hypocrisy and
ignorance.
Throughout' his career
DoIlOftD has embnced a huge
variety of musical styles.
classical, folk, jazz and rock. All
of which made him extremdy
difficult to categorise.
"Critics have found it
impossible to c:lassify me.W he
smiles ruefully. wit's been a
curse because it's meant that
people don't know what to do
widl me. 'They'~ called me a
I¥- done, a .. pna. a -
..IWiDut- me· is ewDc-
I JaIly dUak
of mySelf i u a bud. 0
RdIa . ia MW bms.
who impioftIei. IeuDs 10
compose in all fOrlll. aad
.,&cs.-
At a time nea there is 10
much pain. hate and .jnas
in the world, anisa uch u
Donovan. who preach a
IiIcaIF -of~ uid beauty are
more important tball' ever.
DoDovM is· •
• • but a Imua PftMJf that
real weat never fades away.
Although he will probably
always be indelibly 1iobd wirh
die 19601 his popularity
remains coutant not just for
reasons of nostalgia but for the
enduring quality ofhis work.
The Exam Appeals Procedure
Each year, the DIT's Exam Appeals Board receives, on
average, 10 appeals from students regarding exam results.
They can sometimes be concerned with an upgrading of a
result but not always. Occasionally, there is a request to sit
a supplemental exam if the usual supplemental options
have been exhausted.
There is an appeal procedure that should be followed and it
should be available the exams office in each DIT site. This
is not always the case, however, and so we will here outline
the procedure as clearly as is possible. This procedure is
there to be used if you feel you have a genuine case.
Thomas Duff, the DIT's Registrar, has pointed out that the
Exam Appeals Board, which is independent of individual
colleges, cannot change results but can pass onto the exams
board information that may not have been available at the
time of the exam. This may then result in the exam board
reconvening to consider the student's case.
An appeal may be made by a candidate on one or more of
the following grounds where it is calimed that:
a) the examinations regulations of the
College have not been properly
implemented;
b) the regulations do not adequately
cover a candidate's case;
c) compassionate circumstances which
relate to the candidate's examination situation
1. The first step is to get an Examination Appeals Form
(Form Al). This should be available from the
Administrative Section of the relevant college.
2. This form must be completed in block letters or
typescript and lodged with the relevant director within two
weeks of the publication of the Provisional Examination
Results and accompanied by the appropriate fee (£50). The
relevant director must then sign and date the appeal and he
will then forward it to the Registrar (Thomas Duff). It
must be accompanied by:
A. Information as to whether -
(i) the appellant [student making the appeal] has made
efforts to resolve, through the relevant Head of
School/Department the difficulty which has given rise to
the appeal;
(ii) a recheck has been requested and, if so, state the
outcome if processed;
(iii) the Examination Board has been made aware of any
special circumstances, including medical, affecting the
appellant's case prior to determination of results
(iv) the students in general and the prospective appellant in
particular, have been informed of the appropriate course
regulations
Other information which must accompany the appeal is:
B. A written evaluation of the case from the relevant
director, including comment on the allegations, if any,
contained therein
C. Medical certificates relevant to the case
D. The appellant's academic record in previous years and a
transcript of his/her current class group's examination
results in respect ofwhich the appeal is being sought
E. The process by which the appellant may continue
his/her studies if the appeal is unsuccessful.
F. Any other relevant information on the case.
Be sure to include any information that may be relevant,
and if including any medical certificates, ensure that you
list their inclusion on the appeals form in the appropriate
section of the form.
Section 10 of the form asks the appellant to 'please specify
the change you seek in your result as a consequence of this
appeal'. This section, according to Thomas Duff, was
introduced because there have been students who were
requesting a further supplemental exam rather than an
upgrading of a result. Don't be worried by the request.
State honestly your feeling on the matter and why.
There is space provided on the appeals form (section 8) in
which you may present your case in your own words. If you
feel there is insufficient space provided on the form, you
can continue on separate sheets of paper but make sure you
include them with your appeal and indicate clearly their
inclusion.
There is a facility for presenting your case to the board,
either by yourself or with a willing lecturerlrepresentative
of the students' union. One of these could present the case
for you or you could forego this option entirely. It will not
prejudice your case.·
Hopefully, you will not need recourse to this facility, but if
you do, don't be afraid to make your case.
Thomas Duff also points out that a complete review of the
Examinations Appeals process and the current Regulations
is underway at the moment. It is likely that academic
disciplinary decisions will,in future, devolve to individual
faculty mechanisms in order to improve the system.
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ACROSS
8 Part added to the end of a book.(8)
9 Died down, grew less. (6)
10 G&S Japanese Emperor. (6)
11 I'd bear it, the invective harangue.
(8)
12 Part of the eye which receives the
image. (6)
13 Sam tries to get the sweets. (8)
15 You, of old. (4)
17 Medieval nobleman ofCastille. (7)
19 Comments, observations. (7)
22 At what time? (4)
24 Curved or hooked, like an eagle's
nose.(8)
27 Water in the form of mist. (6)
29 Cautious, tactful, circumspect. (8)
30 Said no to the beautiful man. (6)
31 Cerebral. (6)
32 Set free, let go. (8)
COMPETITION NO. 8
DOWN
1 Do this to the mainbrace and serve
the drinks. (6)
2 Use of soothing drugs to calm a
patient (8)
3 One who pleads for another. (8)
4 Make or become rusty. (7)
5 Type of hat, canal and country. (6)
6 Bird which imitates human speech. (6)
1 Take one at about Ilam perhaps. (8)
14 Pool or lake. (4) .
16 Cut down, felled. (4)
18 Queries R on what he needs. (8)
20 Is Ben alive arousing jealousy? (8)
21 Approbation. (8)
23 10,000 square metres. (7)
25 Rouse to action, urge on. (6)
26 Standards of perfection to be
aimed at. (6)
28 United Nations children's fund. (6)
Grdinne Fox met Irish
writer-director Damien
o 'Donnell ofClingfilms last
month, and quizzed the man
behind Thirty Five Aside
about elements ofour
growing indigenous industry,
his own interest in film
making, and the trouble with
writing.
"I feel as bloated as a
bastard... " Damien
Q'DonneU is not on top form.
Neither am I for that matter.
Trying to get in contact with
this young award winning film
director is no easy task.
Communications leading up
to our eventual meeting are
fraught with mishaps.
A copy of Thirty Five Aside,
the short film which has
garnered much acclaim for
O'Donnell's film company,
Clingfilms, was proving to be
nearly impossible to get a hold
of. Frantic phone calls to
arrange a meeting end up with
me sitting in the Swan pub
wondering where the hell he is
and the man himself is amiably
guzzling back a pint of
Guinness in a separate
establishment, quickly realising
hat he was in the wrong
place...hence his feeling of
general over-indulgence. But
unlike me, O'Donnell is not
flustered and is ready for a
chat.
Thirty Five Aside is the story of
a young boy's struggle to fit
into a new school where
football is the main activity
during lunchtime. Our young
hero, Philip, is more interested
in model aeroplanes and is
bullied because of this and the
horrendous schoolbag his
granny inflicts upon him. This
film has won over forty awards
throughout the world
(shamefully, not one of them
an Irish award, "...snubbed by
Irish juries, but we don't give a
toss..") from Bombay to the
biggest shon film festival of all
in the south of France, the
Claremont Ferrand. Most
recendy, it won the BBC New
Directors Competition at the
end ofJanuary. A1an Parker was
chairman of the judging panel
and personally chose it as his
favourite. Made in 1995, on
"practically no budget" from
RTE and the Irish Film Board,
Thirty Five Aside has become
the calling card for Clingfilms
and starS seasoned actors such
as Alan Stanford and Frank
Kelly, who gladly gave their
time and their talents. It has
been sold to television stations
in Australia, has even been pan
of the airline entenainment on
the Aer Lingus Boston to
Dublin flight, and, as
Damien proudly informs
me, when RTE screened
it for the first time two
years ago, the nurses in
the Mater Cardiac ward
had to switch it off for
fear that the patients
would do themselves an
injury, they were laughing
so much.
Damien O'Donnell is
thirty one, and exudes a
casual, relaxed air. He is
medium build with cropped,
slightly greying hair and
handsome in a boyish way.
With the success of Thirty Five
Aside come opportunities
aplenty for this Coolock born
director. About to stan filming
a ten minute short called
Chrono Perambulator (which
he also wrote) and with the
option of shooting a feature
film during the summer,
Clingfilms is keeping busy.
The company started up in
1992 when O'Donnell and
three ofhis classmates from the
film course in Rathmines DIT
decided upon graduation, to go
out on their own. "We're not
exactly a textbook example of
how to start up your own
production company, a couple
of years were dark and inactive,
we've been winging it for a
long time." Winging it has
included the obligatory dry
period when O'Donnell
worked for nine months
balancing the scales at the
Pick'n'Mix in UCI cinemas in
Coolock, which he describes
tactfully as time spent
enjoyably, but not something
he would want to have to do
again. The critical success of
Thirty Five Aside has opened
up opportunities where other
production companies have
approached him to direct films.
The only thing that prevented
him from directing feature
films until now was the deanh
of good script writing. Even
though he wrote Thirty Five
Aside and Chrono
Perambulator, O'Donnell feels
he lacks the necessary
discipline, "I find it very hard
to write. I look for any
distractions. By now I should
have written a feature, if I had
written a feature script, I would
be making it." He is under no
illusions about the
unprofitability of making shon
films, the real money is in
television or features, but as he
says honestly, "I quite like
making shon films."
An unassuming, unpretentious
chap, Damien O'Donnell has
known that he wanted to get
involved in the film industry
since he was fourteen, although
some have tried to dissuade his
passion. His guidance
counsellor at school - always
on hand ~h some useful
advice - tricil to convince him
that he should become a
journalist. However, he
believed that his talents lay in
film making and it was the
only thing he wanted to do. So
he set upon a two year course
in CoIaiste DhUlaig when he
was about sixteen. If there is
one moment which reaffirmed
his determination to go into
the business, it was seeing
Raiders of the Lost Ark for the
first time. "It made a huge
impression on me, I came out
of that film on a high, walking
on air, I found it really
fulfilling." Although there is no
one isolated reason why he
chose to get involved with films
that entertain him. He ranks
Boogie Nights as one of the
best films he has seen recendy
"in terms of the story it was
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telling, the humour of the film make 10 bad!mediocre films
and the direction, it was just before you can make one good
superlative film making on one...Irish films are being made
every level." which I didn't think much of,
When I predictably ask him but I'm glad they were
about his influences he made..any opportunity to
can't really pinpoint make an Irish film is good for
anyone in particular, "its the industry, people like Roben
other people who can tell Walpole and Paddy Breathnach
you how your work has doing I Went Down,
been influenced...you can something like that is very
say who your heroes positive." A recent Irish film
are...people have said that that didn't really engage him
Thirty Five Aside is like too much would be The
Woody AlIen meets Buster Butcher Boy: "There was
Keaton." He is impressed nothing in that film that was
by the Coen brothers and new to me, it didn't move me
wishes he had made all in any way." In the wake of the
their films before they got alleged boom during the heady
around to it. One thing he days of Michael D. Higgins,
already shares with the makers there is still a lot of work to be
of Fargo and The Big done before Irish films can
Lebowski, is his black sense of stand internationally. Ten years
humour. Parts of Thirty Five ago there was no chance of
Aside are both hilarious and anyone seeing an Irish film that
unbelievably dark, there is a was produced and directed
scene where Philip's mother independently here in Ireland,
stomps into school wielding a but according to O'Donnell,
kitchen knife and a cream we're on the road, even though
cake...a sinister combination. it might take another ten years.
Although his previous short One can sense that this is not a
films are also about the exploits begrudging or overly critical
of young boys ("God, that'll attitude, he is just being
sound bad..."), none of it is honest.
intentionally autobiographical, There are no stars he would
he tries to write about what he like to work with in the future,
knows.. "I don't really want to "except Scan
make any more films about Cannery...Michael Came of.
young boys, but I know I will.· ~ourse! I'd love to work With
Damien O'Donnell is not one Michad Caine.·
for networking with 'the right What strUck me about Damien
people' or lolling around down . O'Donnell is how un-Bash he
in the IFC with his is. At one stage I'm conscious
contemporaries. He's not liable of time ticking by (he has to
to be seen posturing at the give a talk to students in Kevin
POD at weekends either, rather Street) and a chap from aaoss
opting for the unshowy social the pub interrupts us asking for
scene. He favours the Dockers a sheet of paper and launches
pub around from Windmill into a discussion about the
Lane Pictures (where trials of flat-hunting. I
Clingfilms is based), simply anxiously try to fob him oft.
because its the nearest pint on a and to my utter shame,
Friday evening. When I try to Damien politely engages him
draw him out on the subject of in chat until he eventually
the somewhat sporadic success returns to his seat. Finally,
of our own film industry, he when I ask him if he has ever
doesn't witter on as I had had any doubts about being
anticipated and apan from the successful he replies with what
odd use of the words 'critical seems characteristic confidence,
mass', he eschews using this as "I'm not making any sacrifices,
an opportunity to blind me I never had any money before
with film-speak. "You need to now...! just go with the flow."
fa UNIVERSITY of LIMERICK
• Ollscoil Luimnigh
Department of Languages and Cultural
Studies
Postgraduate Programmes
MA in French
The MA in French is offered as a one-year full-time or a
two-year part-time programme. 11 is inlended for graduales
.of French or of interdisciplinary programmes including lhe
study of French to degree level.
Programme: French Language, including oral and wrilien
skills; conlemporary French lite~alUre. cullUre and sociely;
theories of second language acquisition; new technologies
and language learning.
Ollscoil Luimnigh
UNIVERSITY of LIMERICK
GRADUATE DIPLOMAlMA IN
TECHNICAL COMMUNICAnON
GRADUATE DIPLOMAlMA IN TEACHING
ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Department of Languages and Cultural
Studies
Further informalion and application forms are availlble
from: Admissions Office
University of Limerick, Ireland
Tel: 061-2027001 inlernalional +351-61-202700
Fax: 061-3348591 inlernational + 353-61-334859
E-Mail: admiss.ions@ul.ie
~l
Wondering whallO do after you graduate ?
This is a 9-monlh, full-time laughI Graduate Diploma,
which offers a professional qualification in Teaching
English as a Foreign Language. Sludenls ";ho attain
honours in the Graduale Diploma are eligible 10 apply for
entry 10 the Masters Degree.
Programme: phonetics and phonology; syntax; semantics;
principles and melhods of language leaching; inlroduction
10 linguistics; leaChing observation and practice; leaCher
Iraining seminars.
The lasl date for receipl of compleled applications is Friday
121h June 1998
Applicalions received after lhe closing date may be
considered if Ihere are places available on lhe Course.
Graduate Diplomas
• Grad Dip in Advanced Manufacturing .
Technology
• Glad Dip In Business Adninisballon
• Glad Dip In Business StucIes •Rea'eelIon
Management
• Grad DIp In Computing
• Glad Dip in Computer Engineering
• Glad Dip In Education (Music)
• Grad DIp in EIectrorics
• Grad DIp in Tourism StucIes
Applications are invited from graduates and students expecting to graduate in 1998 for the following
one-year, full-time taught postgraduate programmes, commencing in September 1998. Many of
these courses were approved for funding under the Advanced Technical SklIIl(ATS)
programme of the European Social Fund In 1997. Full-time EU studtntl admitted to ATS
funded programmes were' not liable for tuition fee.,
,
Masters Degrees Graduate Diplomas/Masters Degrees
• Grad DipJMA in Dance (two-yeat, part-time)
• Grad DipJMA in Teaching English as a Foreign
language·
• Grad DipJMA in Technical Communication
'. Grad DipjMA in Women's Studies
• Grad Dip/MBS in Entrepreneurship
• Grad DipJMSc in CIJaIity Management·
• Grad DipJMSc in Software localisation
• Grad DipJMTech in Engineering Product Design
• Grad DipJMTech in Safety and Ergonomics
(full-time and part-time)
• MA in Classical String Performance
• LLM in European and Comparative law
• MA in Chant Performance
• MA in Ethnochoreology
• MA in Ethnomusicology
• MA in European Integration
• MA in French (full-time and part-time)
• MA In Music Therapy
• MA in~ and Development Stucles
• MBS in Human Resource Management
(full-time and part-time)
• MEng in Computer Systems
• MSc In AppIieJI Mathematics and
ConJ,xJtlng
• MA in Inte~1 Studies
• MSc in Software Re-Englneering
• MScJMA in Music Technology
• MTech in Advanced Manufacturing
Technology (fuI-tine and part-time)
'.~ .
.
.' :
HOW TO APPLY
DelaIs cA each programme and application forms are a¥8IIabIe fIOm:
AdmJsslonl OffIce . Telephone 061·202015
Unw.alty of LinIrIck Fa_lie 061-334859
UIIERICK, IrIIand . Emall admilllonl@ul.le
The closing date for the receipt of~ appIIcaIons Is Frtday 12 June 1.,
You do nOl have lO be an expert in computer programming
lO jump on !he back of !he Celtic TIger! If you can write
English weU and are willing 10 Ieam how lO use a
computer, why no! become a Technical CommunicalOl' 7
There is a growing demand for people who can write
lechnical manuals, design web-JIlIICS and creale mullimedia
projecls. This one-year course in Technical Communication
offers gradualeS from any discipline, an opportunity lO pin
!he skills and knowledge needed for a career in one of !he
many high·leCh firms now setting up in lrelaad.
This course received ATS funding lasl year, and may be
approved for ATS funding in 1998J99. BU IlUdenls offered
places on ATS-funded courses do no! have lO pay fees.
To find oul more aboul!he programme, conlllct :
Anne Keane. Course DireclOl', Orad DipIMA in
Technical Communication
Email: anne.keaae.ul.ie
Tel: 061·202466
Purther infonnalion and application forms are availlb~.. "
from: Admissions Office '
University of Limerick, Ireland
Tel: 061-2027001 intemalional +351-61-202700
Pax: 061·3348591 international + 353-61-334859
E-Mail: admissions.ul.ie
The lasl date for receipl of compleled applicalions is Priday
12111 June 1998
Applications recc:ived afler !he closing date may be
considered if !here are piKeS availlble on !he Course.
....
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